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F ABBOTT Abbott, Jeff. The first order / Grand Central Publishing,
2016
"Jeff Abbott returns with the next exciting thriller in his New York
Times bestselling Sam Capra series. "-F ABBOTT Abbott, Megan E. You will know me: a novel / Little,
Brown and Company, 2016
How far will you go to achieve a dream? That's the question a
celebrated coach poses to Katie and Eric Knox after he sees their
daughter Devon, a gymnastics prodigy and Olympic hopeful, compete.
For the Knoxes there are no limits--until a violent death rocks their
close-knit gymnastics community and everything they have worked so
hard for is suddenly at risk. As rumors swirl among the other parents,
Katie tries frantically to hold her family together while also finding
herself irresistibly drawn to the crime itself. What she uncovers-about her daughter's fears, her own marriage, and herself--forces
Katie to consider whether there's any price she isn't willing to pay to
achieve Devon's dream.
F ALLENDE Allende, Isabel. The stories of Eva Luna / Bantam
Books, 1992
"Eva Luna is a young woman whose powers as a storyteller bring her
friendship and love. Lying in bed with her European lover, refugee and
journalist Rolf Carlé, Eva answers his request for a story “you have
never told anyone before” with these twenty-three samples of her
vibrant artistry. Interweaving the real and the magical, she explores
love, vengeance, compassion, and the strengths of women, creating a
world that is at once poignantly familiar and intriguingly new.
Rendered in her sumptuously imagined, uniquely magical style, The
Stories of Eva Luna is the cornerstone of Allende’s work. This treasure
trove of brilliantly crafted stories is a superb example of a writer
working at the height of her powers."

F ATHERTON Atherton, Nancy. Aunt Dimity and the buried
treasure / Viking, 2016
"While exploring the attic in her cottage near the small English village
of Finch, Lori Shepherd makes an extraordinary discovery: a gleaming
gold and garnet bracelet that had once belonged to Aunt Dimity.
When Lori shows the garnet bracelet to Aunt Dimity, it awakens
poignant memories of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity's youth.
Regretfully, Aunt Dimity asks Lori to do what she could not: return the
bracelet to her unsuccessful suitor--setting Lori off on an adventure
through London--and through history--to put a piece of Aunt Dimity's
past to rest."--Amazon.com.
F ATWOOD Atwood, Margaret. Hag-seed: The tempest retold /
Hogarth, an imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, a division of
Penguin Random House LLC, 2016
Felix is at the top of his game as artistic director of the Makeshiweg
Theatre Festival. His productions have amazed and confounded. Now
he's staging a Tempest like no other: not only will it boost his
reputation, it will heal emotional wounds. Or that was the plan.
Instead, after an act of unforeseen treachery, Felix is living in exile in
a backwoods hovel, haunted by memories of his beloved lost daughter,
Miranda. And brewing revenge. After 12 years, revenge finally arrives
in the shape of a theatre course at a nearby prison. Here Felix and his
inmate actors will put on his Tempest and snare the traitors who
destroyed him. It's magic! But will it remake Felix as his enemies fall?
F BARR Barr, Nevada. Boar Island / Minotaur Books, 2016
"Anna Pigeon, in her career as a National Park Service Ranger, has had
to deal with all manner of crimes and misdemeanors, but cyberbullying and stalking is a new one. The target is Elizabeth, the
adopted teenage daughter of her friend Heath Jarrod. Elizabeth is
driven to despair by the disgusting rumors spreading online and
bullying texts. Until, one day, Heath finds her daughter Elizabeth in
the midst of an unsuccessful suicide attempt. And then she calls in the
cavalry--her aunt Gwen and her friend Anna Pigeon. While they try to
deal with the fragile state of affairs--and find the person behind the

harassment--the three adults decide the best thing to do is to remove
Elizabeth from the situation. Since Anna is about to start her new post
as Acting Chief Ranger at Acadia National Park in Maine, the three will
join her and stay at a house on the cliff of a small island near the
park, Boar Island. But the move east doesn't solve the problem. The
stalker has followed them east. And Heath (a paraplegic) and
Elizabeth aren't alone on the otherwise deserted island. At the same
time, Anna has barely arrived at Acadia before a brutal murder is
committed by a killer uncomfortably close to her. BOAR ISLAND is a
brilliant intertwining of past and present, of victims and killers, in a
compelling novel that only Nevada Barr could write"-F BELL Bell, Ted. Patriot / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2015
In corrupt Russia, an erratic Vladimir Putin is determined to forge his
country into a formidable superpower once again. He intends to
redraw the map of Europe, and will go to impossible extremes to
realize his fantasies -- including shooting down a civilian airliner
packed with tourists bound for China. Kremlin scientists have
developed a radical new weapon that could forever alter modern
warfare. NATO, locked in a tense standoff over Ukraine, Poland, and
Estonia, knows Putin will not hesitate to use it. But there is one man
who can bring the world back from the brink: Britain's foremost
intelligence asset, Lord Alexander Hawke.
F BENNETT Bennett, Claire-Louise. Pond / Riverhead Books, 2016
"Longlisted for the 2016 International Dylan Thomas Prize. "What
Bennett aims at is nothing short of a re-enchantment of the world...
This is a truly stunning debut, beautifully written and profoundly
witty." -The Guardian Immediately upon its publication in Ireland,
Claire-Louise Bennett's debut began to attract attention well beyond
the expectations of the tiny Irish press that published it. A deceptively
slender volume, it captures with utterly mesmerizing virtuosity the
interior reality of its unnamed protagonist, a young woman living a
singular and mostly solitary existence on the outskirts of a small
coastal village. Sidestepping the usual conventions of narrative, it
focuses on the details of her daily experience--from the best way to

eat porridge or bananas to an encounter with cows--rendered
sometimes in story-length, story-like stretches of narrative,
sometimes in fragments no longer than a page, but always suffused
with the hyper-saturated, almost synesthetic intensity of the physical
world that we remember from childhood. The effect is of character
refracted and ventriloquized by environment, catching as it bounces
her longings, frustrations, and disappointments--the ending of an
affair, or the ambivalent beginning with a new lover. As the narrator's
persona emerges in all its eccentricity, sometimes painfully and often
hilariously, we cannot help but see mirrored there our own fraught
desires and limitations, and our own fugitive desire, despite
everything, to be known. Shimmering and unusual, Pond demands to
be devoured in a single sitting that will linger long after the last
page"-- | "A tour de force fiction debut, darkly humorous and utterly
original, in which the habits and observations of a solitary young
woman illuminate her inner life with uncanny, irresistible intimacy"-F BOSTWICK Bostwick, Marie. From here to home / Kensington
Books, 2016
Mary Dell Templeton prefers the quiet charms of Too Much, Texas to
the bright lights of Dallas any day. She's relieved to be moving back to
her hometown-and bringing her cable TV show, Quintessential
Quilting, with her. There are just a couple of wrinkles in her plan. Her
son, Howard, who is her talented cohost and color consultant, and
who happens to have Down syndrome, wants to stay in Dallas and
become more independent. Meanwhile, Mary Dell's new boss hopes to
attract a different demographic-by bringing in a younger cohost. What
Holly Whittaker knows about quilting wouldn't fill a thimble, but she's
smart and ambitious. Her career hinges on outshining the formidable
Mary Dell in order to earn her own show. Yet as Holly adapts to smalltown living and begins a new romance, Mary Dell considers rekindling
an old one, and the two find unlikely kinship. For as Mary Dell knows,
the women of Too Much have a knack for untangling the knottiest
problems when they work together. And sometimes the pattern for
happiness is as simple and surprising as it is beautiful.

F BRIGGS Briggs, Patricia. Frost burned / Berkley Pub Group / Ace
Books, 2014
The werewolf pack and Mercy Thompson's mate Adam have been
abducted. Outclassed and on her own, Mercy may be forced to seek
assistance from any ally she can get, no matter how unlikely.
F CARR Carr, Robyn. Swept away / MIRA Books, 2016
Jennifer Chaise's career as mistress to wealthy married men comes to
an abrupt end when she walks into her Las Vegas hotel room to find
the corpse of her latest paramour's wife, but her disguise as a waitress
in a small Nevada town only takes her so far, and the gig is up when
she falls in love with her neighbor, a big-hearted cop.
F COEL Coel, Margaret. The man who fell from the sky / Berkley
Prime Crime, 2015
When Robert Walking Bear's body is found in the Wind River
mountains, his death appears to be accidental--except for the fact
that he had been hunting for Butch Cassidy's buried loot with a map he
had gotten from his grandfather, a map believed to have been drawn
by the leader of the Hole in the Wall gang himself. It isn't long before
rumors circulate that Robert was murdered by his own cousins to get
the map and find the treasure themselves. Despite there being no
evidence of foul play, the gossip gains credibility when both Vicky and
Father John are contacted by an anonymous Arapaho claiming to have
witnessed Robert's killing. When one of Robert's cousins falls prey to
another deadly accident, Vicky and Father John are convinced the
victim is the witness who confided in them, and the hunt for the killer
is on in earnest--before more die in search of Cassidy's cache.
F CONNELLLY Connelly, Michael. The Wrong Side of Goodbye: a
novel / Little, Brown and Company, 2016
California's newest private investigator, Harry Bosch, searches for a
reclusive billionaire's possible heir, a case with odd links to his own
past, and volunteers to find a serial rapist for a small cash-strapped
police department.

F CONRAD Conrad, Hy. Dearly departed / Kensington Books, 2016
"Paisley MacGregor, a maid to the rich, made a dying request to send
all of her wealthy employers on a first-class wake to spread her ashes
around the world. Amy has her suspicions about these 'mourners,'
especially when one has a life-threatening 'accident' at the first stop
in Paris. And when a mysterious American stranger tagging along with
the group has his ticket punched in the shadow of the Taj Mahal, Amy
knows she may have a killer on her tour"--Dust jacket flap.
F CROUCH Crouch, Blake. Dark matter: a novel / Crown
Publishers, 2016
A mind-bending, relentlessly paced science-fiction thriller, in which
an ordinary man is kidnapped, knocked unconscious--and awakens in a
world inexplicably different from the reality he thought he knew.
F DAVIS Davis, Lindsey. The graveyard of the Hesperides /
Minotaur Books, 2016
"In first century Rome, Flavia Albia, the daughter of Marcus Didius
Falco, has taken up her father's former profession as an informer. On a
typical day, it's small cases, cheating spouses, employees dipping into
the till but this isn't a typical day. Her beloved, the plebeian Manlius
Faustus, has recently moved in and decided that they should get
married in a big, showy ceremony as part of beginning a proper
domestic life together. Also, his contracting firm has been renovating
a rundown dive bar called The Garden of the Hesperides, only to
uncover human remains buried in the backyard. There have been
rumors for years that the previous owner of the bar, now deceased,
killed a barmaid and these are presumably her remains. In the choice
between planning a wedding and looking into a crime from long ago,
Albia would much rather investigate a possible murder. Or murders, as
more and more remains are uncovered, revealing that something truly
horrible has been going on at the Hesperides. As she gets closer to the
truth behind the bodies in the backyard, Albia's investigation has put
her in the cross-hairs which might be the only way she'll get out of the
wedding and away from all her relatives who are desperate to 'help.'"--

F DELINSKY Delinsky, Barbara. The summer I dared: a novel /
Gallery Books, 2014
The only survivors of a devastating boating accident off the coast of
Maine, Julia, Noah, and Kim struggle with their brush with death,
their feelings of guilt, and their changed perspectives on their lives.
F DONOGHUE Donoghue, Emma. The wonder: a novel / Little,
Brown and Company, 2016
"Tourists flock to the cabin of eleven-year-old Anna O'Donnell, who is
said to be living without food, and a journalist is sent to cover the
sensation. Lib Wright, a veteran of Florence Nightingale's Crimean
campaign, is hired to keep watch over the girl. As Anna's life ebbs
away, Lib finds herself responsible not just for the care of a child but
for that child's very survival. Haunting and magnetic, The Wonder is a
searing examination of doubt, faith, and what nourishes us, body and
soul. Written with all the propulsive tension that made Donoghue's
Room a huge bestseller, it works beautifully on many levels -- an
intimate tale of two strangers who transform each other's lives, a
powerful psychological thriller, and a spellbinding story of love pitted
against evil"-F DRAY Dray, Stephanie. America's first daughter / William
Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
From her earliest days, Patsy Jefferson knows that though her father
loves his family dearly, his devotion to his country runs deeper still. As
Thomas Jefferson's oldest daughter, she becomes his helpmate,
protector, and constant companion in the wake of her mother's death,
traveling with him when he becomes American minister to France. It is
in Paris, at the glittering court and among the first tumultuous days of
revolution, that fifteen-year-old Patsy learns about her father's
troubling liaison with Sally Hemings, a slave girl her own age.
Meanwhile, Patsy has fallen in love--with her father's protégé William
Short, a staunch abolitionist and ambitious diplomat. Torn between
love, principles, and the bonds of family, Patsy questions whether she
can choose a life as William's wife and still be a devoted daughter. Her
choice will follow her in the years to come, to Virginia farmland,
Monticello, and even the White House. And as scandal, tragedy, and

poverty threaten her family, Patsy must decide how much she will
sacrifice to protect her father's reputation, in the process defining not
just his political legacy, but that of the nation he founded.
F ESDEN Esden, Pat. A hold on me: a Dark Heart novel /
Kensington Books, 2016
“Annie Freemont grew up on the road, immersed in the romance of
rare things, cultivating an eye for artifacts and a spirit for bargaining.
It's a freewheeling life she loves and plans to continue--until her dad is
diagnosed with dementia. His illness forces them to return to
Moonhill, their ancestral home on the coast of Maine--and to the
family they left behind fifteen years ago, after Annie's mother died in
a suspicious accident. Once at Moonhill, Annie is shocked when her
aunt separates her from her father. The next time Annie sees him,
he's a bizarre, violent shadow of his former self. Confused, she turns
to an unlikely ally for support--Chase, the dangerously seductive
young groundskeeper. With his dark good looks and powerful
presence, Chase has an air of mystery that Annie is irresistibly drawn
to. But she also senses that behind his penetrating eyes are secrets
she can't even begin to imagine. Secrets that hold the key to the past,
to Annie's own longings--and to all of their futures. Now, to unlock
them, she'll have to face her greatest fears and embrace her legacy.
F ESDEN Esden, Pat. Beyond your touch: a dark heart novel /
Kensington Books, 2016
"Annie Freemont knows this isn’t the right time to get involved with a
man like Chase. After years of distrust, she’s finally drawing close to
her estranged family, and he’s an employee on their estate in Maine.
Though she never intended to stay on the estate for long, her father’s
illness and the mysteries surrounding her family made leaving
impossible. And now with the newfound hope of rescuing her longmissing mother, Annie’s determined to be involved with the family’s
plans one way or another. If only she could keep her mind off Chase
and focus on the impending rescue. But there’s something about the
enigmatic Chase that she can’t resist. And she’s not the only woman.
Annie fears a seductive stranger who is key to safely freeing her
mother is also obsessed with him. As plans transform into action and

time for a treacherous journey into a strange world draws near, every
move Annie makes will test the one bond she’s trusted with her
secrets, her desires, and her heart."
F FAIRSTEIN Fairstein, Linda A. Killer look / Dutton, 2016
"New York City is one of the fashion capitals of the world, well-known
for its glamour and style. Nowhere is this more apparent than on the
runway, where American haute couture continually astounds with its
creativity, daring, and innovation in the name of beauty. Yet high
fashion means high stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when
businessman and designer Wolf Savage is found dead in an apparent
suicide, mere days before the biggest show of his career. When the
man's daughter insists Savage's death was murder, the case becomes
more than a media sensation: It is a race to find a killer in a world
created entirely out of fantasy and illusion. With her own job at the
DA's office in jeopardy, and the temptation to self-medicate her PTSD
with alcohol almost too strong to resist, Alex is not anyone's first
choice for help. But she is determined to uncover the grime--and the
possible homicide--beneath the glitz. Along with detectives Mike
Chapman and Mercer Wallace, Alex must penetrate the twisted roots
and mixed motives among the high-profile players in the Garment
District. The investigation takes the trio from the missing money in
Wolf Savage's international fashion house to his own recovery from
addiction; from the role of Louisiana Voodoo in his life to his excessive
womanizing; and to the family secrets he kept so well-hidden, even
from those closest to him--just as things are about to get deadly on
the catwalk."-F FEEHAN Feehan, Christine. Dark carousel / Berkley Books,
2016
"The moment Charlotte Vintage walks into his club, Tariq Asenguard's
blood is set on fire. The ancient Carpathian had given up hope of
finding his lifemate, but now he will do anything to make Charlotte his
own. What Tariq doesn't know is that Charlotte is using herself and her
best friend as bait--to try to draw out the bloodthirsty killers who
have already murdered Charlotte's brother and mentor. Charlotte is
familiar with Tariq. Not only is he one of the richest and most eligible

bachelors in the city, but he's also a renowned collector of old
carousel horses, which Charlotte restores. Their shared passion opens
Charlotte up to trusting him with her life and with the desire she can
no longer control. But it also makes her vulnerable to a centuries-old
curse that will unite her and Tariq in a war against the enemies of
humans and Carpathians alike."-F FINDER Finder, Joseph. Guilty minds: a novel / Dutton, 2016
"The chief justice of the Supreme Court is about to be defamed by a
powerful gossip website called Slander Sheet, which specializes in dirt
on celebs and politicians. Their top reporter has written an exposé
claiming that he had liaisons with an escort, a young woman willing to
appear on video and tell the world her salacious yet convincing tale.
But the chief justice is not without formidable allies, and his greatest
supporter is determined to stop the story in its tracks. Nick Heller is a
private spy--a private intelligence operative based in Boston, hired by
lawyers, politicians, and even foreign governments. Known as both a
maverick and a dedicated, high-powered investigator, he's called to
Washington, DC, to help out in this delicate, potentially explosive
situation. Nick has just forty-eight hours to prove the story about the
chief justice is baseless. But when the call girl is found murdered, the
case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn, and Nick resolves to
find the true mastermind behind the Slander Sheet story before
anyone else falls victim to the maelstrom of political scandal and
ruined reputations predicated upon one carefully concealed secret"-F GREGORY Gregory, Philippa. Three sisters, three queens /
Touchstone, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, Inc., 2016
United in sisterhood by birth and marriage, Katherine of Aragon,
Queen of England; Margaret Tudor, Queen of Scots; and Mary Tudor,
Queen of France immediately recognize each other as both allies and
rivals in the treacherous world of court and national politics. Their
bonds extend beyond natural and expeditious loyalties, as romance,
scandal, war, and religion inextricably unite these three for better or
for worse.

F GRISHAM Grisham, John. The whistler / Doubleday, 2016
Lacy Stoltz, an investigator for the Florida Board on Judicial Conduct,
takes on a case involving a corrupt judge, a Native American casino,
and the mafia when a previously disbarred lawyer approaches her on
behalf of a client who claims to know the truth.
F HASHIMI Hashimi, Nadia. The pearl that broke its shell / William
Morrow, 2014
In Kabul, 2007, with a drug-addicted father and no brothers, Rahima
and her sisters can only sporadically attend school and rarely leave
the house. Their only hope lies in the ancient custom of bacha posh,
which allows young Rahima to dress and be treated as a boy until she
is of marriageable age.
F HENSHAW Henshaw, Mark. The fall of Moscow station: a novel /
Touchstone, 2016
When the Moscow Station is left in ruins after a major intelligence
breach, CIA analyst Jonathan Burke and agent Kyra Stryker are fast on
the trail of Alden Maines, an upper-level CIA officer whose defection
coincides with the murder of the director of Russia’s Foundation for
Advanced Nuclear Research.
F HOOD Hood, Joshua. Warning order: a search and destroy
thriller / Touchstone, 2016
“In the second book of the explosive Search and Destroy thriller
series, Mason Kane, a special ops hero with a questionable past, joins
forces with the CIA to neutralize a radical off shoot of ISIS and unravel
a conspiracy emanating from the White House’s inner sanctum.”
F JAMES James, P.D. The mistletoe murder: and other stories /
Alfred A. Knopf, 2016
"Four previously uncollected stories from one of the great mystery
writers of our time--swift, cunning murder mysteries (two of which
feature the young Adam Dalgliesh) that together, to borrow the
author's own word, add up to a delightful "entertainment." Summary
from Amazon.

F JANCE Jance, Judith A. Downfall / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
"With a baby on the way, sudden deaths in the family from which to
recover, a re-election campaign looming, and a daughter heading off
for college, Cochise County Sheriff Joanna Brady has her hands full
when a puzzling new case hits her department, demanding every
resource she has at her disposal. Two women have fallen to their
deaths from a small nearby peak, referred to by Bisbee locals as
Geronimo. What's the connection between these two women? Is this a
case of murder/suicide or is it a double homicide? And if someone else
is responsible, is it possible that the perpetrator may, even now, be
on the hunt for another victim?"-F JANCE Jance, Judith A. Random acts: a Joanna Brady and Ali
Reynolds novella / Witness Impulse, an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers, 2016
"Sheriff Joanna Brady has a lot on her plate--she is up for re-election
as sheriff, pregnant with her third child, and her eldest is packing up
to leave for college. Then Joanna is woken in the middle of the night
by a call reporting a motor vehicle accident. Her mother and
stepfather’s RV ran off the road at high speed and hit the pillar of an
overpass. Something about the accident seems suspicious, though, and
when Joanna gets a call from Ali Reynolds, a journalist turned
investigator, she accepts her offer to help"--Page 4 of cover.
F JOHANSEN Johansen, Iris. Night watch / St. Martin's Press,
2016
"Born blind, Kendra Michaels spent the first twenty years of her life
living in the darkness. Then, thanks to a revolutionary medical
procedure developed by England's Night Watch Project, she was given
the gift of sight. Her highly-developed senses (honed during her years
in the dark), combined with her new found vision, have made her a
remarkable investigator, sought after by law-enforcement agencies all
over the country. But her newest case finds her uncovering a deadly
truth about the shadowy organization that has given her so much.
Kendra is surprised when she is visited by Dr. Charles Waldridge, the
researcher who gave her sight. But all is not well with the brilliant

surgeon; he's troubled by something he can't discuss with Kendra.
When Waldridge disappears that very night, Kendra is on the case,
recruiting government agent-for-hire Adam Lynch to join her on a trail
that leads to the snow-packed California mountains. There they make
a gruesome discovery: the corpse of one of Dr. Waldridge's associates,
brutally murdered in the freezing snow. But it's only the first casualty
in a white-knuckle confrontation with a deadly enemy who will push
Kendra to the limits of her abilities. Soon she must fight for her very
survival as she tries to stop the killing and unearth the deadly secret
of Night Watch"-F KENYON Kenyon, Sherrilyn. Dragonmark / St. Martin's Press,
2016
"Centuries ago, Illarion was betrayed--a dragon made human against
his will, then forced to serve humanity as a dragonmount in their
army, and to fight for them in barbaric wars, even while he hated
everything about them. Enslaved and separated from everyone he
knew and from his own dragon brothers, he was forced into exile in a
fey realm where he lost the only thing he ever really loved. Now he
has a chance to regain what's been lost--to have the one thing he
covets most. But only if he gives up his brothers and forsakes the
oaths he holds dearest. Yet what terrifies him most isn't the cost his
happiness might incur, it's the fact that there is just enough human in
his dragon's heart that he might actually be willing to pay it and
betray everything and everyone--to see the entire world burn"-F KONAR Konar, Affinity. Mischling: a novel / Little, Brown and
Company, 2016
It's 1944 when the twin sisters arrive at Auschwitz with their mother
and grandfather. In their benighted new world, Pearl and Stasha
Zagorski take refuge in their identical natures, comforting themselves
with the private language and shared games of their childhood. As
part of the experimental population of twins known as Mengele's Zoo,
the girls experience privileges and horrors unknown to others, and
they find themselves changed, stripped of the personalities they once
shared, their identities altered by the burdens of guilt and pain. That
winter, at a concert orchestrated by Mengele, Pearl disappears.

Stasha grieves for her twin, but clings to the possibility that Pearl
remains alive. When the camp is liberated by the Red Army, she and
her companion Feliks--a boy bent on vengeance for his own lost twin-travel through Poland's devastation. Undeterred by injury, starvation,
or the chaos around them, motivated by equal parts danger and hope,
they encounter hostile villagers, Jewish resistance fighters, and fellow
refugees, their quest enabled by the notion that Mengele may be
captured and brought to justice within the ruins of the Warsaw Zoo.
As the young survivors discover what has become of the world, they
must try to imagine a future within it.
F LAPENA Lapeña, Shari. The couple next door / Pamela Dorman
Books / Viking, 2016
"A domestic suspense debut about a young couple and their apparently
friendly neighbors--a twisty, rollercoaster ride of lies, betrayal, and
the secrets between husbands and wives. Anne and Marco Conti seem
to have it all--a loving relationship, a wonderful home, and their
beautiful baby, Cora. But one night when they are at a dinner party
next door, a terrible crime is committed. Suspicion immediately
focuses on the parents. But the truth is a much more complicated
story. Inside the curtained house, an unsettling account of what
actually happened unfolds. Detective Rasbach knows that the
panicked couple is hiding something. Both Anne and Marco soon
discover that the other is keeping secrets, secrets they've kept for
years. What follows is the nerve-racking unraveling of a family--a
chilling tale of deception, duplicity, and unfaithfulness that will keep
you breathless until the final shocking twist"-F LOVE Love, Dorothy. Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Gray / Thomas Nelson,
2016
"A general's wife and a slave girl forge a friendship that transcends
race, culture, and the crucible of Civil War. Mary Anna Custis Lee is a
great-granddaughter of Martha Washington, wife of Confederate
General Robert E Lee, and heiress to Virginia's storied Arlington house
and General Washington's personal belongings. Born in bondage at
Arlington, Selina Norris Gray learns to read and write in the
schoolroom Mary and her mother keep for the slave children, and

eventually becomes Mary's housekeeper and confidante. As Mary's
health declines, Selina becomes her personal maid, strengthening a
bond that lasts until death parts them. Forced to flee Arlington at the
start of the Civil War, Mary entrusts the keys to her beloved home to
no one but Selina. When Union troops begin looting the house, it is
Selina who confronts their commander and saves many of its historic
treasures."-F MACARTHUR MacArthur, Robin. Half wild: stories / Harper
Collins, 2016
Spanning nearly forty years, the stories in Robin MacArthur's
formidable debut give voice to the hopes, dreams, hungers, and fears
of a diverse cast of Vermonters--adolescent girls, aging hippies,
hardscrabble farmers, disconnected women, and solitary men.
Straddling the border between civilization and the wild, they all
struggle to make sense of their loneliness and longings in the stark and
often isolating enclaves they call home--golden fields and white-veiled
woods, dilapidated farmhouses and makeshift trailers, icy rivers and
still lakes rouse the imagination, tether the heart.
F MACNEAL MacNeal, Susan Elia. The queen's accomplice / Bantam
Books, 2016
"England, 1942. Great Britain and the U.S. have joined forces to fight
the Nazis. In London, Maggie Hope takes on the biggest challenge of
her career: finding a killer who models himself on Jack the Ripper-and who targets female intelligence agents like Maggie"-F MCALL SMITH McCall Smith, Alexander. Precious and Grace /
Pantheon Books, 2016
"Precious Ramotswe, Botswana's premier lady detective, is a little
short on help. The co-director of the agency, Grace Makutsi, is busy
with her own case, her client none other than their erstwhile
assistant, Mr. Polopetsi, who has unwittingly involved himself in a
pyramid scheme. The agency's other assistant, Charlie, may also need
more help than he can offer, as he is newly embroiled in a romance
with a glamorous woman about whom the others have their doubts. So
when a young Canadian woman approaches Mma. Ramotswe with a

complex case, it's up to her alone to solve it--with her signature
intuition and insight, of course. The young woman spent part of her
childhood in Botswana and needs help finding a long-lost
acquaintance. But much time has passed, and her memory yields few
clues. The difficult search--and the unexpected results--will remind
them all that sometimes it's those we think we know best who most
surprise us"-F MOORE Moore, Graham. The last days of night: a novel / Random
House, 2016
When electric light innovator Thomas Edison sues his only remaining
rival for patent infringement, George Westinghouse hires untested
Columbia Law School graduate Paul Ravath for a case fraught with
lies, betrayals, and deception.
F MORETTI Moretti, Kate. The vanishing year: a novel / Atria
Books, 2016
"Zoe Whittaker is living a charmed life. She is the beautiful young wife
to handsome, charming Wall Street tycoon Henry Whittaker. She is a
member of Manhattan's social elite. She is on the board of one of the
city's most prestigious philanthropic organizations. She has a perfect
Tribeca penthouse in the city and a gorgeous lake house in the
country. The finest wine, the most up-to-date fashion, and the most
luxurious vacations are all at her fingertips. What no one knows is that
five years ago, Zoe's life was in danger. Back then, Zoe wasn't Zoe at
all. Now her secrets are coming back to haunt her. As the past and
present collide, Zoe must decide who she can trust before she-whoever she is--vanishes completely."-F MORIARTY Moriarty, Liane. The last anniversary: a novel /
Harper, 2006
"Sophie Honeywell always wondered if Thomas Gordon was the one
she let get away. He was the perfect boyfriend, but on the day he was
to propose, she broke his heart. A year later he married his travel
agent, while Sophie has been mortifyingly single ever since. Now
Thomas is back in her life because Sophie has unexpectedly inherited

his aunt Connie's house on Scribbly Gum Island--home of the famously
unsolved Munro Baby mystery" -- publisher website
F PARIS Paris, B. A. Behind closed doors / St. Martin's Press, 2016
The perfect marriage? Or the perfect lie? Everyone knows a couple like
Jack and Grace. He has looks and wealth, she has charm and
elegance. You might not want to like them, but you do. You'd like to
get to know Grace better. But it's difficult, because you realize Jack
and Grace are never apart. Some might call this true love. Others
might ask why Grace never answers the phone. Or how she can never
meet for coffee, even though she doesn't work. How she can cook such
elaborate meals but remain so slim. And why there are bars on one of
the bedroom windows.
F PATRICK Patrick, Phaedra. The curious charms of Arthur Pepper
/ Mira, 2016
Sixty-nine-year-old Arthur Pepper lives a simple life. He gets out of
bed at precisely 7:30 a.m., just as he did when his wife, Miriam, was
alive. He dresses in the same gray slacks and mustard sweater vest,
waters his fern, Frederica, and heads out to his garden. But on the
one-year anniversary of Miriam's death, something changes. Sorting
through Miriam's possessions, Arthur finds an exquisite gold charm
bracelet he's never seen before. What follows is a surprising and
unforgettable odyssey that takes Arthur from London to Paris and as
far as India in an epic quest to find out the truth about his wife's
secret life before they met--a journey that leads him to find hope,
healing, and self-discovery in the most unexpected places.
F PATTERSON Patterson, James. $10,000,000 marriage proposal /
BookShots, Little, Brown and Company, 2016
When an advertisement for a wife appears on a billboard promising
$10,000,000 to the lucky bride, three women find themselves
interested by the mysterious man.

F PATTERSON Patterson, James. Missing / Grand Central
Publishing, 2016
Craig Gisto has promised Eliza Moss that his elite team at Private
Sydney will investigate the disappearance of her father. After all, as
CEO of a high-profile research company, Eric Moss shouldn't be
difficult to find--except it's not just the man who's gone missing.
Despite the most advanced technology at their disposal, they find
every trace of him has vanished, too. And they aren't the only ones on
the hunt.
F PICOULT Picoult, Jodi. Small great things: a novel / Ballantine
Books, 2016
"A woman and her husband admitted to a hospital to have a baby
request that their nurse be reassigned - they are white supremacists
and don't want Ruth, who is black, to touch their baby. The hospital
complies, but the baby later goes into cardiac distress when Ruth is on
duty. She hesitates before rushing in to perform CPR. When her
indecision ends in tragedy, Ruth finds herself on trial, represented by
a white public defender who warns against bringing race into a
courtroom. As the two come to develop a truer understanding of each
other's lives, they begin to doubt the beliefs they each hold dearest."-F PIPKIN Pipkin, John. The blind astronomer's daughter: a novel /
Bloomsbury USA, 2016
“In late-eighteenth-century Ireland, accidental stargazer Caroline
Ainsworth learns that her life is not what it seems when her father,
Arthur, throws himself from his rooftop observatory. Caroline had
often assisted her father with his observations, in pursuit of an
unknown planet; when astronomer William Herschel discovered
Uranus, Caroline could only watch helplessly as unremitting jealousy
drove Arthur to madness. Now, gone blind from staring at the sun, he
has chosen death over a darkened life. Grief-stricken, Caroline
abandons the vain search, leaves Ireland for London, and tries to
forget her love for Finnegan O'Siodha, the tinkering blacksmith who
was helping her father build a telescope larger than his rival's. But her
father has left her more than the wreck of that unfinished instrument:
his cryptic atlas holds the secret to finding a new world at the edge of

the sky. As Caroline reluctantly resumes her father's work and
confronts her own longings, Ireland is swept into rebellion, and
Caroline and Finnegan are plunged into its violence."
F PITTARD Pittard, Hannah. Listen to me / Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt, 2016
On their drive east to visit family, Mark and Maggie are forced to stop
for the night at a remote inn, completely without power, where the
road trip goes hauntingly awry.
F PRESTON Preston, Douglas J. The obsidian chamber / Grand
Central Publishing, 2016
"After a harrowing, otherworldly confrontation on the shores of
Exmouth, Massachusetts, Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast is missing,
presumed dead. Sick with grief, his ward, Constance, retreats to her
chambers beneath the family mansion at 891 Riverside Drive--only to
be taken captive by a shadowy figure from the past. Proctor,
Pendergast's longtime bodyguard, springs to action, chasing
Constance's kidnapper through cities, across oceans, and into
wastelands unknown. And by the time Proctor discovers the truth, a
terrifying engine has stirred, and it may already be too late"-F REICHERT Reichert, Amy E. The coincidence of coconut cake /
Gallery Books, 2015
"In downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Chef Lou Johnson works tirelessly
to build her beloved yet struggling restaurant, Luella's, into a success.
She cheerfully balances business, friends, and fiancé ... until fate
intervenes. She's just baked her fiancé a rich, delectable coconut
cake, but when she drops by his apartment with the birthday surprise,
she discovers him in the buff--with an intern. Sardonic British
transplant Al writes pseudonymous, scathing restaurant reviews for
the local paper. When a tip sends him to Luella's, little does he know
he's arrived on the worst day of the chef's life. The review practically
writes itself: underdone fish, scorched sauce, distracted service-unleashes his worst. The day that Al's review runs, he meets Lou
drowning her sorrows at a pub, and the two strike up a conversation.
Accepting the Englishman's challenge to prove there's more to the

Milwaukee food scene than cheese and beer, Lou introduces her friend
to the city's best. It’s only a matter of time before they fall in love ...
but when the truth comes out, will it be possible to overlook the past
and savor a future together?"-F SALINGER Salinger, J. D. The catcher in the rye / Back Bay
Books, 1945
Since his debut in 1951 as The Catcher in the Rye, Holden Caulfield
has been synonymous with "cynical adolescent." Holden narrates the
story of a couple of days in his sixteen-year-old life, just after he's
been expelled from prep school, in a slang that sounds edgy even
today and keeps this novel on banned book lists. His constant wry
observations about what he encounters, from teachers to phonies (the
two of course are not mutually exclusive) capture the essence of the
eternal teenage experience of alienation.
F SANDFORD Sandford, John. Escape clause / G.P. Putnam's Sons,
2016
The first storm comes from, of all places, the Minnesota zoo. Two
large, and very rare, Amur tigers have vanished from their cage, and
authorities are worried sick that they've been stolen for their body
parts. Traditional Chinese medicine prizes those parts for home
remedies, and people will do extreme things to get what they need.
Some of them are a great deal more extreme than others -- as Virgil is
about to find out. Then there's the home-front. Virgil's relationship
with his girlfriend Frankie has been getting kind of serious, but when
Frankie's sister Sparkle moves in for the summer, the situation gets a
lot more complicated. For one thing, her research into migrant
workers is about to bring her up against some very violent people who
emphatically do not want to be researched. For another . . . she
thinks Virgil's kind of cute.
F SAUNDERS Saunders, Kate. The secrets of Wishtide: a Laetitia
Rodd mystery / Bloomsbury, 2016
"Mrs. Laetitia Rodd, aged fifty-two, is the widow of an archdeacon.
Living in Hampstead with her confidante and landlady, Mrs. Bentley,
who once let rooms to John Keats, Laetitia makes her living as a highly

discreet private investigator. Her brother, Frederick Tyson, is a
criminal barrister living in the neighboring village of Highgate with his
wife and ten children. Frederick finds the cases, and Laetitia solves
them using her arch intelligence, her iron discretion, and her
immaculate cover as an unsuspecting widow. When Frederick brings to
her attention a case involving the son of the well-respected, highly
connected Sir James Calderstone, Laetitia sets off for Lincolnshire to
take up a position as the family's new governess--quickly making
herself indispensable. But the seemingly simple case--looking into
young Charles Calderstone's "inappropriate" love interest--soon takes a
rather unpleasant turn. And as the family's secrets begin to unfold,
Laetitia discovers the Calderstones have more to hide than most." -F SEMPLE Semple, Maria. Today will be different: a novel / Little,
Brown and Company, 2016
Eleanor knows she's a mess. But today, she will tackle the little things.
She will shower and get dressed. She will have her poetry and yoga
lessons after dropping off her son, Timby. She won't swear. She will
initiate sex with her husband, Joe. But before she can put her modest
plan into action--life happens. Today, it turns out, is the day Timby
has decided to fake sick to weasel his way into his mother's company.
It's also the day Joe has chosen to tell his office--but not Eleanor--that
he's on vacation. Just when it seems like things can't go more awry, an
encounter with a former colleague produces a graphic memoir whose
dramatic tale threatens to reveal a buried family secret.
F SHIPMAN Shipman, Viola. The charm bracelet: a novel / Thomas
Dunne Books, 2016
"Through an heirloom charm bracelet three women will rediscover the
importance of family, love, faith, friends, fun and a passion for living
as the magic of each charm changes their lives. Lolly still lives in the
family cabin on Lost Land Lake where her mother gave her the charm
bracelet that would become Lolly's talisman and connection to family
past and Lolly hopes the present, but her daughter, Arden, and
granddaughter, Lauren, haven't visited in years and time is running out
for Lolly. Arden couldn't wait to leave her small town life behind for
Chicago, but now divorced and burned out at work, she's simply trying

to make it from day to day. In the rush of life, she's let the years and
all the things she once enjoyed slip away. When she receives an
unexpected phone call about her mother she must decide if she can
face going home. Lauren, a talented young painter, buries her passion
to study business in the hopes of helping her mother after she
discovers that her father left Arden struggling to make ends meet, but
Lauren is slowly dying inside and doesn't know how to tell her mother
the truth"-F SMITH Smith, Martin Cruz. The girl from Venice / Simon and
Schuster, 2016
"Venice, 1945. The war may be waning, but the city known as La
Serenissima is still occupied and the people of Italy fear the power of
the Third Reich. One night, under a canopy of stars, a fisherman
named Cenzo comes across a young woman's body floating in the
lagoon and soon discovers that she is still alive and in trouble. Born to
a wealthy Jewish family, Giulia is on the run from the Wehrmacht SS.
Cenzo chooses to protect Giulia rather than hand her over to the
Nazis. This act of kindness leads them into the world of Partisans,
random executions, the arts of forgery and high explosives, Mussolini's
broken promises, the black market and gold, and, everywhere, the
enigmatic maze of the Venice Lagoon."-F SPARKS Sparks, Nicholas. Two by Two / Grand Central Pub 2016
"At 32, Russell Green has it all: a stunning wife, a lovable six-year-old
daughter, a successful career as an advertising executive and an
expansive home. He is living the dream, and his marriage to the
bewitching Vivian is the center of that. But underneath the shiny
surface of this perfect existence, fault lines are beginning to appear,
and no one is more surprised than Russ when he finds every aspect of
the life he took for granted turned upside down. In a matter of
months, Russ finds himself without a job or wife, caring for his young
daughter, and struggling to adapt to a new and baffling reality.
Throwing himself into the wilderness of single parenting, Russ embarks
on a journey at once terrifying and rewarding--one that will test his
abilities and his emotional resources beyond anything he ever
imagined"--Goodreads.com.

F TOWLES Towles, Amor. A gentleman in Moscow / Viking, 2016
"The story of Count Alexander Rostov. When, in 1922, he is deemed an
unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, the count is sentenced
to house arrest in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from
the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has
never worked a day in his life, and must now live in an attic room
while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are
unfolding outside the hotel's doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced
circumstances provide him a doorway into a much larger world of
emotional discovery" -F WARD Ward, J. R. The angels' share: a Bourbon kings novel /
New American Library, 2016
"#1 New York Times bestselling author J. R. Ward delivers the second
novel in her Bourbon Kings series--a sweeping saga of a Southern
dynasty struggling to maintain a facade of privilege and prosperity
while secrets and indiscretions threaten its very foundation..."-F WENDIG Wendig, Chuck. Star wars: aftermath: life debt / Del
Rey, 2016
In the aftermath of the destruction of the second Death Star and the
defeat of the Emperor and Darth Vader, Han Solo and Chewbacca set
out to liberate the Wookiee's homeworld of Kashyyyk. Meanwhile,
Norra Wexley and her band of Imperial hunters pursue the Empire's
remaining leadership across the galaxy, bringing them to justice.
Wexley abandons her official mission when she receives news that
Chewie has been captured and Han has disappeared. Norra and her
crew race toward the Millennium Falcon's last known location, but
they can't anticipate the true depth of the danger that awaits them -or the ruthlessness of the enemy drawing them into his crosshairs. -F WIGGS Wiggs, Susan. Family tree: a novel / William Morrow, an
imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
Annie Harlow knows how lucky she is. The producer of a popular
television cooking show, she loves her handsome husband and the
beautiful Los Angeles home they share. And now, she's pregnant with

their first child. But in an instant, her life is shattered. And when
Annie awakes from a yearlong coma, she discovers that time isn't the
only thing she's lost. Grieving and wounded, Annie retreats to her old
family home in Switchback, Vermont, a maple farm generations old.
There, surrounded by her free-spirited brother, their divorced mother,
and four young nieces and nephews, Annie slowly emerges into a
world she left behind years ago: the town where she grew up, the
people she knew before, the high-school boyfriend turned judge. And
with the discovery of a cookbook her grandmother wrote in the distant
past, Annie unearths an age-old mystery that might prove the
salvation of the family farm.
F WOLF Wolf, Kevin. The homeplace / Minotaur Books, 2016
"Chase Ford was the first of four generations of Ford men to leave
Comanche County, Colorado. For Chase, leaving saved the best and
hid the worst. But now, he has come home. His friends are right there
waiting for him. And so are his enemies. Then the murder of a boy, a
high school basketball star just like Chase, rocks the small town. When
another death is discovered--one that also shares unsettling
connections to him--law enforcement's attention turns towards Chase,
causing him to wonder just what he came home to."-F WOODS Woods, Stuart. Sex, lies & serious money / G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 2016
"Stone Barrington takes on a client who gives him a run for his money
in the newest heart-stopping thriller from the #1 New York Timesbestselling author. Fresh off the runway at Teterboro, Stone
Barrington arrives home to find an unexpected new client on his
doorstep, anxiously soliciting his help. But everything is not as it
seems, when the client reveals the true nature--and value--of his
recent turn of fortune. From luxury New York high-rises to the
sprawling New Mexico desert, his client is pursued from all angles. and
Stone quickly learns that easy money isn't always so easy"--

F WOODSON Woodson, Jacqueline. Another Brooklyn: a novel /
Amistad, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, 2016
For August, running into a long-ago friend sets in motion resonant
memories and transports her to a time and a place she thought she
had mislaid: 1970s Brooklyn, where friendship was everything. August,
Sylvia, Angela, and Gigi shared confidences as they ambled their
neighborhood streets, a place where the girls believed that they were
amazingly beautiful, brilliantly talented, with a future that belonged
to them. But beneath the hopeful promise there was another
Brooklyn, a dangerous place where grown men reached for innocent
girls in dark hallways, where mothers disappeared, where fathers
found religion, and where madness was a mere sunset away.
F WURSTER Wurster, Erich. The coaster / Poisoned Pen Press,
2016
Bob Patterson has been coasting through life with a rich, beautiful
wife, two good kids, and a mail-it-in job that lets him idle through
life. All that ends when Bob's father-in-law suddenly dies and Bob
finds that the job of trustee has fallen on his shoulders. Is the
reappearance of Bob's wildest fraternity brother from college and a
bland businessman with a plan that seems too good to be true just
coincidence? A businessman who won't take no for an answer? After
years of taking the path of least resistance, will Bob be able to take a
stand when his family needs them most?
NON-FICTION
002.09 HOU Houston, Keith. The book: a cover-to-cover
exploration of the most powerful object of our time / W.W. Norton
& Company, 2016
Reveals how books and the materials that make them reflect the
history of human civilization, tracing the development of writing,
printing, illustrating, and binding to demonstrate the transition from
cuneiform tablets and papyrus scrolls to the mass-distributed books of
today.

302.3 JUN Junger, Sebastian. Tribe: on homecoming and
belonging / Twelve, 2016
"Draws on history, psychology, and anthropology to discuss how the
tribal connection--the instinct to belong to small groups with a clear
purpose and common understanding--can satisfy the human quest for
meaning and belonging,"--NoveList
305.8 ABD Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem. Writings on the wall: searching
for a new equality beyond black and white / Liberty Street, an
imprint of Time Inc. Books, 2016
Traces the evolution of the author's views on social justice, from his
youth in the civil rights era to his current role as a cultural
commentator on topics ranging from race and economic inequality to
music and the influence of the media.
305.896 WAR The fire this time: a new generation speaks about
race / Scribner, 2016
"National Book Award-winner Jesmyn Ward takes James Baldwin's 1963
examination of race in America, The Fire Next Time, as a jumping off
point for this groundbreaking collection of essays and poems about
race from the most important voices of her generation and our time.
In light of recent tragedies and widespread protests across the nation,
The Progressive magazine republished one of its most famous pieces:
James Baldwin's 1962 'Letter to My Nephew,' which was later published
in his landmark book, The Fire Next Time. Addressing his fifteen-yearold namesake on the one hundredth anniversary of the Emancipation
Proclamation, Baldwin wrote: 'You know and I know, that the country
is celebrating one hundred years of freedom one hundred years too
soon.' Award-winning author Jesmyn Ward knows that Baldwin's words
ring as true as ever today. In response, she has gathered short essays,
memoir, and a few essential poems to engage the question of race in
the United States. And she has turned to some of her generation's
most original thinkers and writers to give voice to their concerns. The
Fire This Time is divided into three parts that shine a light on the
darkest corners of our history, wrestle with our current predicament,
and envision a better future. Of the eighteen pieces, ten were written
specifically for this volume. In the fifty-odd years since Baldwin's essay

was published, entire generations have dared everything and made
significant progress. But the idea that we are living in the post-Civil
Rights era, that we are a 'post-racial' society is an inaccurate and
harmful reflection of a truth the country must confront. Baldwin's 'fire
next time' is now upon us, and it needs to be talked about.
Contributors include Carol Anderson, Jericho Brown, Garnette
Cadogan, Edwidge Danticat, Rachel Kaadzi Ghansah, Mitchell S.
Jackson, Honoree Jeffers, Kima Jones, Kiese Laymon, Daniel Jose
Older, Emily Raboteau, Claudia Rankine, Clint Smith, Natasha
Trethewey, Wendy S. Walters, Isabel Wilkerson, and Kevin Young"-306.874 LYT Lythcott-Haims, Julie. How to raise an adult: break
free of the overparenting trap and prepare your kid for success /
St. Martin's Griffin, 2016
"A provocative manifesto that exposes the detrimental effects of
helicopter parenting and puts forth an alternative philosophy for
raising self-sufficient young adults. Across a decade as Stanford
University's Dean of Freshmen, Lythcott-Haims noticed a startling rise
in parental involvement in students' lives. Every year, more parents
were exerting control over students' academic work, extracurriculars,
and career choices, often taking matters into their own hands rather
than risk their child's failure or disappointment. Meanwhile, LythcottHaims encountered increasing numbers of students who, as a result of
hyper-attentive parenting, lacked a strong sense of self and were
poorly equipped to handle the demands of adult life. Alarmed--for the
students, for their parents, and for society at large--she decided to
fight back, with this book. In How to Raise an Adult, she draws on
research, conversations with educators and employers, and her own
insights as a mother and student dean to highlight the ways in which
over-parenting harms children and their stressed-out parents. She
identifies types of helicopter parents and, while empathizing with
parents' universal worries, offers practical alternative strategies that
underline the importance of allowing children to make their own
mistakes and develop the resilience, resourcefulness, and inner
determination necessary for success. Relevant to parents of toddlers
as well as of twentysomethings, this book is a rallying cry for those

who wish to ensure that the next generation can take charge of their
own lives with competence and confidence"-306.893 MEL Melton, Glennon Doyle. Love warrior: a memoir /
Flatiron Books, 2016
Traces the author's journey of self-discovery after the dissolution of
her marriage, revealing how she found healing by rejecting gender
standards and refusing to settle for a "good-enough" life.
307.7209 VAN Vance, J. D. Hillbilly elegy: a memoir of a family
and culture in crisis / Harper, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
Shares the story of the author's family and upbringing, describing how
they moved from poverty to an upwardly mobile clan that included
the author, a Yale Law School graduate, while navigating the demands
of middle class life and the collective demons of the past.
320.0973 BEC Beck, Glenn. Liars: how progressives exploit our
fears for power and control / Threshold Editions, 2016
Politics is no longer about pointing to a shining city on the hill; it's
about promising you a shiny new car for your driveway. The candidate
who tells the people what they want to hear is usually the one who
wins -- facts be damned. Politicians may be sleazy and spineless, but
they're not stupid. They see that the way to win is by first telling
people everything that is wrong with the world, and then painting a
vision of the life they want -- a Utopian vision that they'll create right
here on earth, one where no one is ever sick or hungry, jobless, or
homeless. All we have to do is surrender our freedom and someone
else's wallet and they'll make it happen. And so they continue to lie,
and we continue to believe them, and they keep winning elections.
The only way to break the cycle is to understand why Americans fall
for the deception over and over again. Glenn Beck reveals the
startlingly simple answer: fear. At our most basic level, we're all
afraid of something. Progressives from both parties exploit this by first
pointing out the things we should be afraid of, and then offering us
"solutions" to these fears. Solutions that always require us to give up
our freedoms. Solutions that are based on two things: lies, and an

unrelenting hunger for power and control. In his signature no-holdsbarred way, Beck destroys the false promises of Progressivism and
takes us through its history, showing how each "wave" built up on the
one before it, ultimately washing up to the beach in the form of
Barack Obama -- and whoever is next.
322.42 TOO Toobin, Jeffrey. American heiress: the wild saga of
the kidnapping, crimes and trial of Patty Hearst / Doubleday, a
division of Penguin Random House, 2016
On February 4, 1974, Patty Hearst, a sophomore in college and heiress
to the Hearst family fortune, was kidnapped by a ragtag group of selfstyled revolutionaries calling itself the Symbionese Liberation Army.
The already sensational story took the first of many incredible twists
when the group released a tape of Patty saying she had joined the SLA
and had adopted the nom de guerre "Tania." The weird turns of the
tale are truly astonishing--the bank security cameras capturing "Tania"
wielding a machine gun during a robbery; a cast of characters
including everyone from basketball star Bill Walton to the Black
Panthers to Ronald Reagan to F. Lee Bailey; the largest police shootout in American history; the first breaking news event to be broadcast
live on television across the country; Patty's year on the lam; and her
circus like trial, after which the term "Stockholm syndrome" entered
the lexicon. The saga of Patty Hearst highlighted a decade in which
America seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown.
Based on more than a hundred interviews and thousands of previously
secret documents, Toobin thrillingly recounts the craziness of the
times, portraying the lunacy of the half-baked radicals and the toxic
mix of sex, politics, and violence that swept up Patty Hearst. He
examines the life of a young woman who suffered an unimaginable
trauma and then made the stunning decision to join her captors'
crusade. Or did she? --Adapted from dust jacket.
324.973 DIC Dickerson, John. Whistlestop: my favorite stories
from presidential campaign history / Twelve, 2016
"Whistlestop tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in firstfloor hotel rooms, failures of will before the microphone, and the
cross-country crack-ups of long-planned stratagems. At the bar at the

end of a campaign day, these are the stories reporters rehash for
themselves and embellish for newcomers. In addition to the familiar
tales, Whistlestop is a ride through the American campaign history
with one of its most enthusiastic conductors guiding you through the
landmarks along the way."--Jacket.
324.973 MOR Morris, Dick. Armageddon: how Trump can beat
Hillary / Humanix Books, 2016
Political commentator Dick Morris provides a strategy and position on
the issues for Republicans to attract crucial new voters to the party in
order to win back the White House in 2016 and put an end to the
Obama agenda. At stake is the vision of America as a free market
democracy offering opportunity to our citizens and leading the world
as a force of freedom. 2016 will be the decisive battle in the struggle
against socialist uniformity, collective anti-individualism, executive
usurpation, and political corruption. Republicans lost the elections of
2008 and 2012 because we ran our campaigns following the same mold
that produced victories in the prior decade. The party stayed within
its base, failed to reach out to new voters, and did nothing to inject
new issues. In order to win in 2016, Republicans must turn the process
around and focus on those unlikely new voters -- black, Latino, young,
and female. By using new issues, attracting new voters, and offering
new alternatives, Republicans can win the election of 2016 and save
America!
327.73 FOG Fogh Rasmussen, Anders. The will to lead: America's
indispensable role in the global fight for freedom / Broadside, 2016
"From the former prime minister of Denmark comes an impassioned
plea to persuade Americans to elect a president who will restore
America to its proper role of global leader, instead of ‘leading from
behind.’ Anders Fogh Rasmussen is unabashedly pro-American, a fierce
defender of freedom, and a public figure unafraid to speak his mind.
The Will to Lead is his defense of American leadership in the global
struggle for freedom and democracy. A critic of President Barack
Obama’s policy of ‘leading from behind’ in foreign affairs, Rasmussen
argues that this strategy has emboldened Russia and China, and made
the world more dangerous and unstable in the past eight years.

Rasmussen reviews current geopolitical events: the Arab Spring, the
Iranian nuclear deal, the Russian annexation of Crimea and invasion of
Ukraine, and critically analyzes the strategy and decision-making of
Obama and his secretaries of state John Kerry and Hillary Clinton.
Contrasting them with previous American leaders, Rasmussen argues
that, like it or not, America is the world’s indispensable world leader
and must act as the world’s policeman. Rasmussen looks to past
presidents Truman, Kennedy, and Reagan to identify the indispensable
components of presidential leadership on the global stage, and shares
his personal assessments of leaders he has come to know personally,
including George W. Bush, Vladimir Putin, Angela Merkel, Tony Blair,
Barack Obama, and Hillary Clinton. Most important, he offers a bold
plan for a strengthened American and European alliance, joined by
like-minded liberal democracies such as Japan and Australia, to create
a military, political, and economic bulwark against the forces of
tyranny. Hard-hitting yet fair, drawn from history and his own
experience, The Will to Lead is a thoughtful contribution to American
politics, full of wisdom, for politically involved Americans on either
side of the aisle."
333.3309 JOH Johnston, David. The making of Donald Trump /
Melville House, 2016
Love him or hate him, Trump's influence is undeniable. A man of great
media savvy, entrepreneurial spirit, and political clout, Trump's career
has been plagued by legal troubles and mounting controversy.
Johnston tells the full story of how a boy from a quiet section of
Queens, NY would become an entirely new, and complex, breed of
public figure. Drawing on decades of interviews, financial records,
court documents, and public statements, Johnston gives us the most
in-depth look yet at the man who would be president.
338.064 AVE Avent, Ryan. The wealth of humans: work, power,
and status in the twenty-first century / St. Martin's Press, 2016
"None of us has ever lived through a genuine industrial revolution.
Until now. Digital technology is transforming every corner of the
economy, fundamentally altering the way things are done, who does
them, and what they earn for their efforts. In The Wealth of Humans,

Economist editor Ryan Avent brings up-to-the-minute research and
reporting to bear on the major economic question of our time: can the
modern world manage technological changes every bit as disruptive as
those that shook the socioeconomic landscape of the 19th century?
Traveling from Shenzhen, to Gothenburg, to Mumbai, to Silicon Valley,
Avent investigates the meaning of work in the twenty-first century:
how technology is upending time-tested business models and thrusting
workers of all kinds into a world wholly unlike that of a generation
ago. It's a world in which the relationships between capital and labor
and between rich and poor have been overturned. Past revolutions
required rewriting the social contract: this one is unlikely to demand
anything less. Avent looks to the history of the Industrial Revolution
and the work of numerous experts for lessons in reordering society.
The future needn't be bleak, but as The Wealth of Humans explains,
we can't expect to restructure the world without a wrenching
rethinking of what an economy should be"-342.7308 BEC Bray, Ilona M. Becoming a U.S. citizen: a guide to
the law, exam & interview / Nolo, 2016
"For a green card holder, taking the next step to U.S. citizenship
offers a host of benefits. But the application process itself can be long
and confusing. With Becoming a U.S. Citizen, you can save months, or
even years. Best of all, you’ll know that you are taking each needed
step in the most efficient way."
362.1108 KEE Keene, Nancy. Your child in the hospital: a
practical guide for parents / Childhood Cancer Guides, 2015
Provides helpful tips and home-grown wisdom that will make any visit
to the hospital easier. It explains how to prepare your child, cope with
procedures, plan for surgery, communicate with doctors and nurses,
and deal with bills and insurance. Woven throughout the text are
encouraging stories from parents who have been through the
experience of having a child in the hospital. Includes a packing list,
hospital journal for children, and helpful resources for parents.

362.29 SZA Szalavitz, Maia. Unbroken brain: a revolutionary new
way of understanding addiction / St. Martin's Press, 2016
"More people than ever before see themselves as addicted to, or
recovering from, addiction, whether it be alcohol or drugs,
prescription meds, sex, gambling, porn, or the internet. But despite
the unprecedented attention, our understanding of addiction is
trapped in unfounded 20th century ideas, addiction as a crime or as
brain disease, and in equally outdated treatment. Challenging both
the idea of the addict's "broken brain" and the notion of a simple
"addictive personality," Unbroken Brain offers a radical and
groundbreaking new perspective, arguing that addictions are learning
disorders and shows how seeing the condition this way can untangle
our current debates over treatment, prevention and policy. Like
autistic traits, addictive behaviors fall on a spectrum -- and they can
be a normal response to an extreme situation. By illustrating what
addiction is, and is not, the book illustrates how timing, history,
family, peers, culture and chemicals come together to create both
illness and recovery- and why there is no "addictive personality" or
single treatment that works for all. Combining Maia's personal story
with a distillation of more than 25 years of science and research,
Unbroken Brain provides a paradigm-shifting approach to thinking
about addiction"-363.2097 MAC Mac Donald, Heather. The war on cops: how the
new attack on law and order makes everyone less safe / Encounter
Books, 2016
It has been call the "Ferguson effect": Since the 2014 police shooting
death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, officers have been
backing off of proactive policing, and criminals are becoming
emboldened. Mac Donald deconstructs the central narrative of the
Black Lives Matter movement: that racist cops are the greatest threat
to young black males. She argues that it is criminals and gangbangers
who are responsible for the high black homicide death rate; and that
no government agency is more dedicated to the proposition that
"black lives matter" than today's data-driven, accountable police
department.

363.325 FLY Flynn, Michael T. The field of fight: how to win the
global war against radical Islam and its allies / St. Martin's Press,
2016
Al-Qaeda has morphed into a much more dangerous, menacing threat:
ISIS. America is in grave danger until our government takes decisive
action against the terrorists that want nothing more than to destroy us
and our way of life. Flynn spent more than 33 years in Army
intelligence, and has been a firsthand witness to government screwups, smokescreens, and censored information that our leaders don't
want us to know. Here he succinctly lays out why we have failed to
stop terrorist groups from growing, and what we must do to stop
them.
364.1523 CHA Chaudry, Rabia. Adnan's story: the search for truth
and justice after Serial / St. Martin's Press, 2016
"In early 2000, Adnan Syed was convicted and sentenced to life plus
thirty years for the murder of his ex-girlfriend Hae Min Lee, a high
school senior in Baltimore, Maryland. Syed has maintained his
innocence, and Rabia Chaudry, a family friend, has always believed
him. By 2013, after almost all appeals had been exhausted, Rabia
contacted Sarah Koenig, a producer at This American life, in hopes of
finding a journalist who could shed light on Adnan's story. In 2014,
Koenig's investigation turned into Serial, a Peabody Award-winning
podcast with more than 500 million international listeners. But Serial
did not tell the whole story. In this compelling narrative, Rabia
Chaudry presents new key evidence that she maintains dismantles the
State's case: a potential new suspect, forensics indicating that after
Hae was killed her body was kept somewhere for almost half a day,
and documentation withheld by the State that refutes the cell phone
evidence--among many other points. And she shows how fans of Serial
joined an amazing crowd-sourced investigation into a case riddled
with errors and strange twists. Adnan's story also gives a sense of
Adnan's life in prison and weaves in his personal reflections, including
never-before-seen letters. Chaudry, who is committed to exonerating
Adnan, makes it clear that justice has yet to be achieved in this muchexamined case"--Dust jacket.

364.1523 KEN Kennedy, Robert Francis. Framed: why Michael
Skakel spent over a decade in prison for a murder he didn't commit
/ Skyhorse Publishing, 2016
"On Halloween 1975, Martha Moxley was found brutally murdered
outside her home in swanky Greenwich, Connecticut. Twenty-seven
years after her death, the State of Connecticut spent some $25 million
to convict her friend and neighbor, Michael Skakel, of the murder. At
Michael's criminal trial, the State offered no physical or forensic
evidence, no fingerprints or DNA, no eyewitness linking Michael to the
killing. The trial ignited a media firestorm that transfixed the nation.
Now, Skakel's cousin, acclaimed attorney, and award-winning writer
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., solves the baffling whodunit and clears
Michael Skakel's name" -364.973 ALE Alexander, Michelle. The new Jim Crow: mass
incarceration in the age of colorblindness / New Press, Distributed
by Perseus Distribution, 2012
This work argues that the War on Drugs and policies that deny
convicted felons equal access to employment, housing, education, and
public benefits create a permanent under caste based largely on race.
As the United States celebrates the nation's "triumph over race" with
the election of Barack Obama, the majority of young black men in
major American cities are locked behind bars or have been labeled
felons for life. Although Jim Crow laws have been wiped off the books,
an astounding percentage of the African American community remains
trapped in a subordinate status - much like their grandparents before
them. In this incisive critique, former litigator-turned-legal-scholar
Michelle Alexander provocatively argues that we have not ended racial
caste in America: we have simply redesigned it. Alexander shows that,
by targeting black men and decimating communities of color, the U.S.
criminal justice system functions as a contemporary system of racial
control, even as it formally adheres to the principle of color blindness.
The New Jim Crow challenges the civil rights community - and all of us
- to place mass incarceration at the forefront of a new movement for
racial justice in America.

401 WOL Wolfe, Tom. The kingdom of speech / Little, Brown and
Company, 2016
Taking readers on a rollicking ride through history, Wolfe presents a
paradigm-shifting argument that speech, not evolution, is responsible
for humanity's complex societies and achievements.
582.16 WOH Wohlleben, Peter. The hidden life of trees: what
they feel, how they communicate: discoveries from a secret world.
David Suzuki Institute / Greystone Books, 2016
A forester's fascinating stories, supported by the latest scientific
research, reveal the extraordinary world of forests and illustrate how
trees communicate and care for each other.
613.7046 GOL Goldberg, Elliott. The path of modern yoga: the
history of an embodied spiritual practice / Inner Traditions, 2016
"In The Path of Modern Yoga, Elliott Goldberg shows how yoga was
transformed from a sacred practice into a health and fitness regime
for middle-class Indians in the early 20th century and then gradually
transformed over the course of the 20th century into an embodied
spiritual practice--a yoga for our times. Drawing on more than 10
years of research from rare primary sources as well as recent
scholarship, Goldberg tells the sweeping story of modern yoga through
the remarkable lives and accomplishments of 11 key figures: six Indian
yogis (Sri Yogendra, Swami Kuvalayananda, S. Sundaram, T.
Krishnamacharya, Swami Sivananda, and B.K.S. Iyengar), an Indian
bodybuilder (K.V. Iyer), a rajah (Bhavanarao Pant Pratinidhi), an
American-born journalist (Louise Morgan), an Indian diplomat (Apa
Pant), and a Russian-born yogi trained in India (Indra Devi). The author
places their achievements within the context of such Western trends
as the physical culture movement, the commodification of exercise,
militant nationalism, jazz age popular entertainment, the quest for
youth and beauty, and 19th-century New Age religion. In chronicling
how the transformation of yoga from sacred discipline to exercise
program allowed for the creation of an embodied spiritual practice,
Goldberg presents an original, authoritative, provocative, and
illuminating interpretation of the history of modern yoga"--Provided by
publisher.

618.9201 FRE French, Kelley. Juniper: the girl who was born too
soon / Little Brown and Company, 2016
"Juniper French was born four months early, at 23 weeks gestation.
She weighed 1 pound, 4 ounces, and her twiggy body was the length of
a Barbie doll. Her head was smaller than a tennis ball, her skin was
nearly translucent, and through her chest you could see her flickering
heart. Babies like Juniper, born at the edge of viability, trigger the
question: Which is the greater act of love--to save her, or to let her
go? Kelley and Thomas French chose to fight for Juniper's life, and this
is their incredible tale. In one exquisite memoir, the authors explore
the border between what is possible and what is right. They marvel at
the science that conceived and sustained their daughter and the love
that made the difference. They probe the bond between a mother and
a baby, between a husband and a wife. They trace the journey of
their family from its fragile beginning to the miraculous survival of
their now thriving daughter." -- Dust jacket.
618.9201 GUN Gunter, Jennifer. The preemie primer: a complete
guide for parents of premature babies--from birth through the
toddler years and beyond / Da Capo Life Long, 2010
"If your baby is premature--born before 37 weeks of pregnancy--you're
not alone. Having a premature baby is a crash course in medicine,
health economics, and parenting combined. Parents often face
complex decisions and overwhelming worry, and the challenges can
extend well beyond those early days and weeks. Now, in The Preemie
Primer, Dr. Jennifer Gunter provides you with crucial support. As an
OB/GYN, Dr. Gunter has delivered hundreds of preterm babies, but as
a mother who has given birth to preemie triplets, she also understands
the hope and heartbreak of prematurity. Within these pages, you'll
find answers to your most pressing questions as well as perspective on
your deepest concerns."
635.0979 OLS Olson, Donald. The Pacific Northwest garden tour:
the 60 best gardens to visit in Oregon, Washington, and British
Columbia / Timber Press, 2014

641.5 CAR Carle-Sanders, Theresa. Outlander kitchen: the official
Outlander companion cookbook / Delacorte Books, 2016
"Professional chef and founder of OutlanderKitchen.com Theresa
Carle-Sanders offers up this extraordinary cuisine for your table.
Featuring more than one hundred recipes, "Outlander Kitchen" retells
Claire and Jamie's incredible story through the flavors of the Scottish
Highlands, the French Revolution, and beyond. Following the high
standards for prodigious research and boundless creativity set by
Diana Gabaldon herself, Carle-Sanders draws on the events and
characters of the novels to deliver delicious and inventive dishes that
highlight local ingredients and traditional cooking techniques."-Provided by publisher.
641.59 MON Monroe-Cassel, Chelsea. A feast of ice and fire: the
official companion cookbook / Bantam Books, 2012
"Ever wonder what it’s like to attend a feast at Winterfell? Wish you
could split a lemon cake with Sansa Stark, scarf down a pork pie with
the Night’s Watch, or indulge in honeyfingers with Daenerys
Targaryen? George R. R. Martin’s bestselling saga A Song of Ice and
Fire and the runaway hit HBO series Game of Thrones are renowned
for bringing Westeros’s sights and sounds to vivid life. But one
important ingredient has always been missing: the mouthwatering
dishes that form the backdrop of this extraordinary world. Now, fresh
out of the series that redefined fantasy, comes the cookbook that may
just redefine dinner . . . and lunch, and breakfast."
641.815 BIT Bittman, Mark. How to bake everything: simple
recipes for the best baking / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016
In the most comprehensive book of its kind, Mark Bittman offers the
ultimate baker's resource. Finally, here is the simplest way to bake
everything, from American favorites (Crunchy Toffee Cookies, Baked
Alaska) to of-the-moment updates (Gingerbread Whoopie Pies). It
explores global baking, too: Nordic ruis, New Orleans beignets, Afghan
snowshoe naan. The recipes satisfy every flavor craving thanks to
more than 2,000 recipes and variations: a pound cake can incorporate
polenta, yogurt, ricotta, citrus, hazelnuts, ginger, and more. New
bakers will appreciate Bittman's opinionated advice on essential

equipment and ingredient substitutions, plus extensive technique
illustrations. The pros will find their creativity unleashed with
guidance on how to adapt recipes to become vegan, incorporate new
grains, improvise tarts, or create customized icebox cakes using a mixand-match chart. Demystified, deconstructed, and debunked --baking
is simpler and more flexible than you ever imagined.
647.9573 FRE Freedman, Paul. Ten restaurants that changed
America / Liveright Publishing Corporation, a division of W.W.
Norton & Company, 2016
Freedman reveals how the history of our restaurants reflects nothing
less than the history of America itself. Whether charting the rise of
our love affair with Chinese food through San Francisco's fabled The
Mandarin or evoking the richness of Italian food through Mamma
Leone's, he uses each restaurant to tell a wider story of race and
class, immigration and assimilation.
650.1014 KRA Kramer, Andrea S. Breaking through bias:
communication techniques for women to succeed at work /
Bibliomotion, Inc., 2016
More than fifty years after the beginning of the Women's Movement
and forty years after passage of Title IX, women are still not "making
it" in traditionally male careers. Women start their careers on parity
with men but generally end them far earlier, having achieved less
status, lower compensation, and less satisfaction than men. Breaking
Through Bias explains that it is the stereotypes about women, men,
work, leadership, and family that hold women back, and it presents an
integrated set of communication techniques that women can use to
avoid the discriminatory consequences of these stereotypes. Women
define career success in a wide variety of ways. But whatever a
woman's personal definition, if she is in a traditionally maledominated career--virtually all high status, highly compensated fields-her career is at risk because of pervasive gender stereotypes. This
highly practical book makes clear that women don't need to change
who they are to succeed in their chosen careers, and they certainly
don't need to act more like men. Women do, however, need to be
attuned to the negative gender stereotypes that surround them; they

need to anticipate the biases these stereotypes foster, and they need
to manage the impressions they make to avoid or overcome these
biases. Based on the authors' personal experiences as business leaders
and practicing attorneys, involvement in compensation and hiring
decisions, extensive mentoring activities, and numerous scientific and
academic studies, Breaking Through Bias presents unique, practical,
and effective advice about how women can at last break through
gender bias in the workplace and win at the career advancement
game.
650.14 BOL Bolles, Richard Nelson. What color is your parachute?
2017: a practical manual for job-hunters and career-changers / Ten
Speed Press, 2017
"The world's most popular job-search book is updated for 2017 to
tailor its long-trusted guidance with up-to-the-minute information and
advice for today's job-hunters and career-changers,"--Amazon.com.
658.8 WOR Worre, Eric. Go pro: 7 steps to becoming a network
marketing professional / Network Marketing Pro, 2013
Over twenty years ago, Worre began focusing on developing the skills
to become a network marketing expert. Now he shares his wisdom in a
guide that will ignite your passion for this profession and help you
make the decision to create the life of your dreams. He shows you
how to find prospects, present your product, help them become
customers or distributors, and much more.
659.2979 MIL Miller, James A. Powerhouse: the untold story of
Hollywood's Creative Artists Agency / Custom House, an imprint of
William Morrow, 2016
"An oral history by the best-selling co-author of Those Guys Have All
the Fun chronicles the revolutionary role of the forefront Hollywood
talent agency through the stories of its influence on major film,
television, sports, music and business ventures throughout the past
half century,"--NoveList.

741.5973 ALL Allison, John. Giant days / Boom! Studios, 2015
"Susan, Esther, and Daisy started at university three weeks ago and
became fast friends. Now, away from home for the first time, all
three want to reinvent themselves. But in the face of hand-wringing
boys, "personal experimentation," influenza, mystery-mold, nuchauvinism, and the willful, unwanted intrusion of "academia," they
may be lucky just to make it to spring alive. Going off to university is
always a time of change and growth, but for Esther, Susan, and Daisy,
things are about to get a little weird."--provided from Amazon.com.
741.5973 BEN Bennett, Marguerite. DC Comics: Bombshells / DC
Comics, 2016
"The ultra-popular statues from DC Collectibles come to life in their
own ongoing comic book series! Learn the story behind this alternate
reality where the Second World War is fought by superpowered women
on the front lines and behind the scenes! It all begins with the stories
of Batwoman, Wonder Woman and Supergirl."-741.5973 DEC DeConnick, Kelly Sue. Bitch Planet / Image Comics,
2015
In a future just a few years down the road in the wrong direction, a
woman's failure to comply with her patriarchal overlords will result in
exile to the meanest penal planet in the galaxy. When the newest
crop of fresh femmes arrive, can they work together to stay alive or
will hidden agendas, crooked guards, and the deadliest sport on (or
off!) Earth take them to their maker?
741.5973 DOY Doyle, Ming. Constantine, the Hellblazer / DC
Comics, 2016
The dark adventures of DC's foremost occult detective continue in an
all-new series as he investigates the cruelest case he's ever come
across--his own dark history!
741.5973 SNY Snyder, Scott. Wytches / Image Comics, Inc., 2015
"Everything you thought you knew about witches is wrong. They are
much darker, and they are much more horrifying. Wytches takes the
mythology of witches to a far creepier, bone-chilling place than

readers have dared venture before. When the Rooks family moves to
the remote town of Litchfield, NH to escape a haunting trauma,
they're hopeful about starting over. But something evil is waiting for
them in the woods just beyond town. Watching from the trees.
Ancient...and hungry. Collects Wytches #1-6."
741.5973 VAU Vaughan, Brian K. Paper girls / Image Comics, 2016
In the early hours after Halloween on 1988, four 12-year-old
newspaper delivery girls uncover the most important story of all time.
Suburban drama and supernatural mysteries collide in this series about
nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood -- back cover.
745.1075 KOV 2017 Kovel, Ralph M. The Kovels' antiques &
collectibles price list / Crown Publishers, 1982
Kovels' Antiques and Collectibles Price Guide is the most thorough,
colorful, and complete price guide available, from the most trusted,
well-known name writing on the subject today. The book features upto-the-minute, well-organized, and wide-ranging information,
including more tips, marks, logos, and photographs than any other
competitive title. Unlike other guides, whose focus is primarily English
or high-priced items, Kovels' covers all American and international
items. The book is organized by the categories most sought after by
collectors, including Depression Glass, Dolls, Jewelry, Furniture,
Porcelain, and Sports Memorabilia. Indexes and cross-references make
this a user-friendly reference, and expert comments throughout
empower readers to buy, sell, and collect with confidence. Also
included is an exclusive report on the previous year's record-setting
prices.
796.5097 HIP Hipple, Ethan. Outdoors with kids Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont: 75 of the best family hiking, camping,
and paddling trips / Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2014
796.5109 KISH Kish, Carey Michael. AMC's best day hikes along the
Maine Coast: four-season guide to 50 of the best trails from the
Maine beaches to Downeast / Appalachian Mountain Club Books,
2015

813.52 BLU Blume, Lesley M. M. Everybody behaves badly: the
true story behind Hemingway's masterpiece The Sun Also Rises /
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2016
"The making of Ernest Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises, the outsize
personalities who inspired it, and the vast changes it wrought on the
literary world. In the summer of 1925, Earnest Hemingway and a
clique of raucous companions traveled to Pamplona, Spain, for the
town's infamous running of the bulls. Then, over the next six weeks,
he channeled that trip's maelstrom of drunken brawls, sexual rivalry,
midnight betrayals, and midday hangovers into his groundbreaking
novel The Sun Also Rises. This revolutionary work redefined modern
literature as much as it did his peers, who would forever after be
called the Lost Generation. But the full story of Hemingway's
legendary rise has remained untold until now. Lesley Blume resurrects
the explosive, restless landscape of 1920s Paris and Spain and reveals
how Hemingway helped create his own legend. He made himself into a
death-courting, bull-fighting aficionado; a hard-drinking, short-fused
literary genius; and an expatriate bon vivant. Blume's vivid account
reveals the inner circle of the Lost Generation as we have never seen
it before, and shows how it still influences what we read and how we
think about youth, sex, love, and excess."-818.5402 BAR Barry, Dave. Best. State. Ever.: a Florida man
defends his homeland / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2016
Every few months, Dave Barry gets a call from some media person
wanting to know, ‘What the hell is wrong with Florida?’ Somehow, the
state’s acquired an image as a subtropical festival of stupid, and as a
loyal Floridian, Dave begs to differ. Sure, there was the 2000 election.
And people seem to take their pants off for no good reason. And it has
flying insects the size of LeBron James. But it is a great state, and
Dave is going to tell you why. Join him as he celebrates Florida from
Key West at the bottom to whatever it is that’s at the top, from the
Sunshine State’s earliest history to the fun-fair of weirdness that it is
today.

818.602 SCO Scottoline, Lisa. I've got sand in all the wrong places
/ St. Martin's Press, 2016
"Lisa and Francesca are back with another collection of warm and
witty stories that will strike a chord with every woman. This six book
series is among the best reviewed humor books published today and
has been compared to the late greats, Erma Bombeck and Nora
Ephron. Delia Ephron said of the fifth book in the series, Have a Nice
Guilt Trip, "Lisa and Francesca, mother and daughter, bring you the
laughter of their lives once again and better than ever. You will
identify with these tales of guilt and fall in love with them and fierce
(grand) Mother Mary." This seventh volume will not disappoint as it
hits the humorous and poignant note that fans have come to expect
from the beloved mother-daughter duo"-910.2 RIC Richards, Bill. Family on the loose: the art of traveling
with kids / Rumble Books, 2012
Pack your bags, hop on a plane, and take a trip! Embarking on a
journey with your kids can be a thrilling and rewarding adventure.
Family travel is also a great way to expand your cultural horizons and
help cultivate our next generation of global citizens. This book offers
hundreds of easy-to-use ideas.
914.490 PRO Berry, Oliver. Provence & southeast France road
trips / Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd, 2015
914.9804 ROM Burford, Tim. The rough guide to Romania / Rough
Guides Ltd, 2016
915.1904 ROU Paxton, Norbert. The rough guide to Korea / Rough
Guides Ltd, 2015
915.9304 THA Beales, Mark. Thailand's islands & beaches / Lonely
Planet, 2016
917.4404 TOU Tougias, Mike, AMC's best day hikes near Boston :
four-season guide to 60 of the best trails in eastern Massachusetts /
Appalachian Mountain Club Books 2011

920 LEE Lee Shetterly, Margot. Hidden figures: the American
dream and the untold story of the Black women mathematicians
who helped win the space race / William Morrow, 2016
Before John Glenn orbited the earth or Neil Armstrong walked on the
moon, a group of dedicated female mathematicians known as "human
computers" used pencils, slide rules and adding machines to calculate
the numbers that would launch rockets, and astronauts, into space.
Among these problem-solvers were exceptionally talented African
American women, some of the brightest minds of their generation.
Originally relegated to teaching math in the South's segregated public
schools, they were called into service during the labor shortages of
World War II, when America's aeronautics industry was in dire need of
anyone who had the right stuff. Suddenly, these overlooked math
whizzes had a shot at jobs worthy of their skills, and they answered
Uncle Sam's call, moving to Hampton, Virginia and the fascinating,
high-energy world of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
Even as Virginia's Jim Crow laws required them to be segregated from
their white counterparts, the women of Langley's all-black "West
Computing" group helped America achieve one of the things it desired
most: a decisive victory over the Soviet Union in the Cold War, and
complete domination of the heavens"-921 BARBER Barber, William J. The third reconstruction: Moral
Mondays, fusion politics, and the rise of a new justice movement /
Beacon Press, 2016
"In the summer of 2013, Moral Mondays gained national attention as
tens of thousands of citizens protested the extreme makeover of
North Carolina's state government and over a thousand people were
arrested in the largest mass civil disobedience movement since the
lunch counter sit-ins of 1960. Every Monday for 13 weeks, Rev. Dr.
William J. Barber led a revival meeting on the state house lawn that
brought together educators and the unemployed, civil rights and labor
activists, young and old, documented and undocumented, gay and
straight, black, white and brown. News reporters asked what had
happened in state politics to elicit such a spontaneous outcry. But
most coverage missed the seven years of coalition building and

organizing work that led up to Moral Mondays and held forth a vision
for America that would sustain the movement far beyond a mass
mobilization in one state. A New Reconstruction is Rev. Barber's
memoir of the Forward Together Moral Movement, which began seven
years before Moral Mondays and extends far beyond the mass
mobilizations of 2013. Drawing on decades of experience in the
Southern freedom struggle, Rev. Barber explains how Moral Mondays
were not simply a reaction to corporately sponsored extremism that
aims to re-make America through state legislatures. Moral Mondays
were, instead, a tactical escalation in the Forward Together Moral
Movement to draw attention to the anti-democratic forces bent on
serving special interests to the detriment of the common good"-921 BENSON Benson, Brian. Going somewhere: a bicycle journey
across America / Plume, 2014
"Brian Benson has a million life plans but no sense of direction. So
when he meets and falls for Rachel, he's ready to go wherever she'll
take him. In a whirlwind of new love, they embark on a bicycle trip
from northern Wisconsin to western Oregon. As the pair progress
through stunning landscapes, they contend with merciless winds, vivid
characters, broken bikes and bodies--and the looming question of
what comes next"-921 DUGARD Dugard, Jaycee Lee. Freedom: my book of firsts /
Simon & Schuster, 2016
“In the follow-up to her #1 bestselling memoir, A Stolen Life, Jaycee
Dugard tells the story of her first experiences after years in captivity:
the joys that accompanied her newfound freedom and the challenges
of adjusting to life on her own. When Jaycee Dugard was eleven years
old, she was abducted from a school bus stop within sight of her home
in South Lake Tahoe, California. She was missing for more than
eighteen years, held captive by Philip and Nancy Garrido, and gave
birth to two daughters during her imprisonment. A Stolen Life, which
sold nearly two million copies, told the story of Jaycee’s life from her
abduction in 1991 through her reappearance in 2009. Freedom: My
Book of Firsts is about everything that happened next.”

921 HITLER Ullrich, Volker. Hitler: ascent, 1889-1939 / Alfred A.
Knopf, 2016
"An extraordinary penetrating study of the man who has become the
personification of evil. The enormous historical significance of Adolf
Hitler, indisputably the most studied, infamous, and reviled person
ever to live, has overshadowed the man behind the public persona.
For decades, misconceptions about Hitler have percolated, with a
common notion emerging that he was unintelligent, merely a political
animal, with no normal social or romantic relationships to speak of.
But to cast Hitler as purely a psychopathic monster is to ignore the
facets of his personality that help explain his enigmatic hold on the
German populace. With unprecedented nuance and insight, Volker
Ullrich recounts Hitler's personal journey from childhood to his failures
as a young man in Vienna to his service during the First World War to
the missteps and successes in his consolidation of political power. In
doing so, Ullrich deftly captures Hitler's canniness, instinctive grasp of
politics, and gift for oratory as well as his megalomania, deep
insecurity, and repulsive worldview. In all the literature about Adolf
Hitler, there have been just four seminal biographies; this is the fifth,
a landmark work that draws on previously unseen papers and a wealth
of recent scholarly research to shed important new light on Hitler
himself. Many previous biographies have focused on the larger social
conditions to help explain the rise of the Third Reich. Ullrich paints a
vivid and comprehensive portrait of a postwar Germany humiliated by
defeat, wracked by a Weimar political crisis, and starved by an
economic depression, but his real gift is to show vividly how Hitler
used his ruthlessness and political talent to shape the Nazi Party and
lead it to power. For decades the world has grappled with how Hitler
and the Third Reich were possible. By illuminating the man at the
center of it all--how he experienced his world, formed his political
beliefs, and wielded his power--this riveting and chilling biography
brings us closer than ever to the answer."--Dust jacket.
921 JACKSON Franklin, Ruth. Shirley Jackson: a rather haunted
life / Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2016
"This long-awaited biography establishes Shirley Jackson as a towering
figure in American literature and revives the life and work of a

neglected master. Still known to millions only as the author of "The
Lottery," Shirley Jackson (1916-1965) remains curiously absent from
the American literary canon. A genius of literary suspense, Jackson
plumbed the cultural anxiety of postwar America better than anyone.
Now, biographer Ruth Franklin reveals the tumultuous life and inner
darkness of the author behind such classics as The Haunting of Hill
House and We Have Always Lived in the Castle. Placing Jackson within
an American Gothic tradition of Hawthorne and Poe, Franklin
demonstrates how her unique contribution to this genre came from
her focus on "domestic horror" drawn from an era hostile to women.
Based on a wealth of previously undiscovered correspondence and
dozens of new interviews, Shirley Jackson, with its exploration of
astonishing talent shaped by a damaged childhood and a troubled
marriage to literary critic Stanley Hyman, becomes the definitive
biography of a generational avatar and an American literary giant."-921 KLEIN Klein, Jessi. You'll grow out of it / Grand Central
Publishing, 2016
"YOU'LL GROW OUT OF IT hilariously, and candidly, explores the
journey of the twenty-first century woman. As both a tomboy and a
late bloomer, comedian Jessi Klein grew up feeling more like an
outsider than a participant in the rites of modern femininity. In
YOU'LL GROW OUT OF IT, Klein offers-through an incisive collection of
real-life stories-a relentlessly funny yet poignant take on a variety of
topics she has experienced along her strange journey to womanhood
and beyond. These include her "transformation from Pippi
Longstocking-esque tomboy to are-you-a-lesbian-or-what tom man,"
attempting to find watchable porn, and identifying the difference
between being called "ma'am" and "miss" ("Miss sounds like you weigh
ninety-nine pounds"). Raw, relatable, and consistently hilarious,
YOU'LL GROW OUT OF IT is a one-of-a-kind book by a singular and
irresistible comic voice"-921 LE CARRE Le Carré, John. The pigeon tunnel: stories from my
life / Viking, 2016
"From his years serving in British Intelligence during the Cold War to a
career as a writer that took him from war-torn Cambodia to Beirut on

the cusp of the 1982 Israeli invasion to Russia before and after the
collapse of the Berlin Wall, John Le Carré has always written from the
heart of modern times. In this, his highly anticipated memoir, Le
Carré is as funny as he is incisive, reading into the events he witnesses
the same moral ambiguity with which he imbues his novels"-921 MARTIN Pennington, Bill. Billy Martin: baseball's flawed genius
/ Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2015
“The definitive biography of one of baseball's most celebrated,
mercurial, and misunderstood figures. Billy Martin is a story of
contrasts. He was the clutch second baseman for the dominant New
York Yankees of the 1950s. He then spent sixteen seasons managing in
the big leagues, and is considered by anyone who knows baseball to
have been a true baseball genius, a field manager without peer. Yet
he's remembered more for his habit of kicking dirt on umpires, for
being hired and fired by George Steinbrenner five times, and for his
rabble rousing and public brawls. He was combative, fiery,
intimidating, and controversial, yet beloved by the everyday fan. He
was hard on his players and even harder on himself. He knew how to
turn around a losing team like no one else--and how to entertain us
every step of the way. Now, with his definitive biography Billy Martin,
Pennington finally erases the caricature of Martin. Drawing on
exhaustive interviews with friends, family, teammates, and countless
adversaries, Pennington paints an indelible portrait of a man who
never backed down for the game he loved. From his shantytown
upbringing in a broken home; to his days playing for the Yankees when
he almost always helped his team find a way to win; through sixteen
years of managing, including his tenure in New York in the crosshairs
of Steinbrenner and Reggie Jackson, Billy Martin made sure no one
ever ignored him. And indeed no one could. He was the hero, the
antihero, and the alter ego--or some combination of all three--for his
short sixty-one years among us"-921 MARWAN Bar-Joseph, Uri. The angel: the Egyptian spy who
saved Israel / Harper HarperCollins, 2016
"The first English-language book to tell the sensational story of Ashraf
Marwan, a top Egyptian official who spied for the Mossad and almost

singlehandedly saved Israel from defeat in the Yom Kippur War. The
Angel is a gripping feat of reportage that blows open the Mossad and
reveals the shocking truth behind Marwan's mysterious death"-921 MCCARTNEY Du Noyer, Paul. Conversations with McCartney /
The Overlook Press, 2016
An intimate portrayal of the musical icon, largely in his own words,
draws on years of meetings between McCartney and the author and
includes candid discussions of the artist's inspirations, creative
process, beliefs, and achievements.
921 SENDLEROWA Mazzeo, Tilar J. Irena's children: the
extraordinary story of the woman who saved 2,500 children from
the Warsaw ghetto / Gallery Books, 2016
The "extraordinary and gripping account of Irena Sendler--the "female
Oskar Schindler"--who took staggering risks to save 2,500 children from
death and deportation in Nazi-occupied Poland during World War II"-Dust jacket.
921 WEINER Weiner, Jennifer. Hungry heart: adventures in life,
love, and writing / Atria Books, 2016
"You know Jennifer Weiner as many things: a bestselling author, a
Twitter phenomenon, and 'an unlikely feminist enforcer' (The New
Yorker). She's also a mom, a daughter, and a sister; a former rower
and current runner; a best friend and a reality TV junkie. Here, in her
first foray into nonfiction, she takes the raw stuff of her personal life
and spins it into a collection of essays on womanhood as uproariously
funny and moving as the best of Tina Fey, Fran Lebowitz, and Nora
Ephron. Jennifer grew up as an outsider in her picturesque
Connecticut hometown ('a Lane Bryant outtake in an Abercrombie &
Fitch photo shoot') and at her Ivy League college, but finally found her
people in newsrooms in central Pennsylvania and Philadelphia and her
voice as a novelist, activist, and New York Times columnist. No
subject is off-limits in this intimate and honest essay collection: sex,
weight, envy, money, her mom's late-in-life lesbianism, and her
estranged father's death. From lonely adolescence to modern
childbirth to hearing her six-year-old daughter's use of the f-word--

fat;--for the first time, Jennifer dives deep into the heart of female
experience, with the wit and candor that have endeared her to
readers all over the world. By turns hilarious and deeply touching,
Hungry heart is about yearning and longing, love and loss, and a
woman who searched for her place in the world--and found it as a
storyteller"-940.5421 LET Letts, Elizabeth. The perfect horse: the daring U.S.
mission to rescue the priceless stallions kidnapped by the Nazis /
Ballantine Books, 2016
Everyone knows of Hitler’s attempt to create a master race, but not
everyone is familiar with his similar attempt to mold an equine master
race. Hidden on a secret farm in Czechoslovakia was an endangered
breed of horses, rescued by the joint efforts of an American colonel,
the Austrian Olympian in charge of the horses and the support of US
General George Patton.
968.0483 MIL Millard, Candice. Hero of the empire: the Boer war,
a daring escape, and the making of Winston Churchill / Doubleday,
a division of Penguin Random House LLC, 2016
Explore some of Winston Churchill’s experiences during the Boer War
and discover how the lessons he learned would affect 20th century
history.
973.931 Rinaldi, Tom. The red bandanna / Penguin Press, 2016
One Sunday morning before church, when Welles Crowther was a
young boy, his father gave him a red handkerchief for his back pocket.
Welles kept it with him that day, and just about every day to come; it
became a fixture and his signature. Welles became a volunteer with
the local fire department in New York. When the Twin Towers fell,
Welles's parents had no idea what happened to him. In the unbearable
days that followed, they came to accept that he would never come
home. But the mystery of his final hours persisted. Eight months after
the attacks, however, Welles's mother read a news account from
several survivors, badly hurt on the 78th floor of the South Tower,
who said they and others had been led to safety by a stranger,
carrying a woman on his back, down nearly twenty flights of stairs.

After leading them down, the young man turned around. "I'm going
back up," was all he said. The survivors didn't know his name, but
despite the smoke and panic, one of them remembered a single detail
clearly: the man was wearing a red bandanna.-973.932 FIT Fitton, Thomas. Clean house: exposing our
government's secrets and lies / Threshold Editions, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 2016
"The Judicial Watch president and best-selling author of The
Corruption Chronicles presents a critical expose of alleged misconduct
in the 44th President's second term, drawing on incriminating
documents to discuss such topics as the attack in Benghazi, Hillary
Clinton's e-mails, the IRS scandal and questionable Obamacare
activities,"--Amazon.com.
973.932 SCH Schlafly, Phyllis. The conservative case for Trump /
Regnery Publishing, a division of Salem Media Group, 2016
"From Phyllis Schlafly, the woman whose celebrated classic A Choice
Not An Echo (over 3 million copies sold) upended the 1964 Republican
Convention, comes a persuasive new argument for a surprising
conservative choice: Donald Trump. For the first time since 1980, a
significant number of Republicans are considering abandoning their
party's nominee. This is a grave mistake, Schlafly says-because a
Donald Trump "radical redirection" could actually set America back on
the path of Reagan's conservative revolution. In The Conservative Case
for Trump, Schlafly and her coauthors Ed Martin and Brett M. Decker
set aside the circus of the campaign and zero in on eight defining
points of the Trump agenda to convince Republican voters that Donald
Trump-improbable as it may seem-is the true conservative we've been
waiting for"—
LARGE PRINT
LP BUSH Bush, Nancy. The killing game / Center Point Large Print,
2016
"Andi Wren is fighting to keep her late husband's company safe from
vindictive competitors when she becomes the focus of a killer's
warped game of revenge and murder"--

LP DOIRON Doiron, Paul. Widowmaker / Center Point Large Print,
2016
"After a mysterious woman gives Mike Bowditch disturbing news, the
game warden goes looking for a family secret in a Maine ski town and
discovers a vigilante who seems to be targeting sex offenders"-LP OBRIEN O'Brien, Edna. The little red chairs / Center Point
Large Print, 2016
"Moving from Ireland to London and then to The Hague, the story of
one woman's struggle to reclaim a life shattered by betrayal"-LP UNGER Unger, Lisa. Ink and bone / Center Point Large Print,
2016
"A young woman's mysterious gift forces her into the middle of a
dangerous investigation of a little girl's disappearance in The Hollows,
New York"-LP WIGGS Wiggs, Susan. Family tree: a novel. HarperLuxe, an
imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, 2016
After a devastating accident and a year in a coma, Annie retreats to
her childhood home in Vermont, where she reconnects with loved ones
and uncovers a family mystery.
AUDIO-VISUAL
CD 170.4 KOT Kotb, Hoda. Where we belong: journeys that show
us the way / Simon & Schuster, 2016
“From New York Times bestselling author and beloved Today show coanchor Hoda Kotb, inspiring stories of people who find their life’s
purpose in unexpected ways, often surprising themselves and the ones
they love most."
CD 650.1 PAU Pauley, Jane. Your life calling: reimagining the rest
of your life / Simon & Schuster Audio, 2014
In this inspirational book, broadcast journalist Jane Pauley helps
people in the middle of their lives successfully navigate a 'reinvention'

phase and build a positive, powerful future. Everyone is talking about
'reinvention.' But even though people are ready to reinvent
themselves, many simply don't know where to start. Jane Pauley is
here to help.
CD 921 BUSH Bush, George W. 41 a portrait of my father / Random
House Audio | Books on Tape, 2014
Never before has a president told the story of his father, another
president, through his own eyes and in his own words. A unique and
intimate biography, it covers the entire scope of the elder President
Bush's life and career. It shines new light on both the accomplished
statesman and the warm, decent man known best by his family. In
addition, George W. Bush discusses his father's influence on him
throughout his own life, from his childhood to his own two-term
presidency.
CD 921 CONWAY Conway, Tim. What's so funny? my hilarious life /
Brilliance Audio, 2013
Six-time Emmy award-winning funny man Tim Conway, best known for
his characters on The Carol Burnett Show, offers a straight-shooting
and hilarious memoir about his life on stage and off as an actor and
comedian.
CD 921 COOLIDGE Shlaes, Amity. Coolidge / HarperAudio, 2013
A biography of Calvin Coolidge, President of the United States from
1923 to 1929.
CD 921 EISENHOWER Thomas, Evan. Ike's bluff: President
Eisenhower's secret battle to save the world / Hachette Audio,
2012
Upon assuming the presidency in 1953, Dwight Eisenhower came to be
seen by many as a doddering lightweight. Yet behind the bland smile
and apparent simplemindedness was a brilliant, intellectual tactician.
As Evan Thomas reveals in his examination of Ike's White House years,
Eisenhower was a master of calculated duplicity. As with his bridge
and poker games he was eventually forced to stop playing after
leaving too many fellow army officers insolvent.

CD 921 HANCE Hance, Jackie. I'll see you again / Simon and
Schuster, 2013
I'll see you again chronicles the day Jackie Hance received the
traumatizing phone call that her daughters, Emma, Alyson, and Katie
were gone forever, and the numbed and torturous events that
followed. In this memoir, Hance shares her story of unbearable loss,
darkest despair, and slowly, painfully, and miraculously her cautious
return to hope and love.
CD 921 LEWIS Brown, Devin. A life observed: a spiritual biography
of C.S. Lewis / Oasis Audio, 2013
Draws from Lewis's autobiographical works, the writings of his
associates, and his apologetic and fictional writing to document his
spiritual journey from atheist to Christian.
CD 921 PERINO Perino, Dana. And the good news is ... lessons and
advice from the bright side / Hachette Audio, Blackstone Audio,
Inc, 2015
From her years as a presidential press secretary to her debates with
colleagues on Fox News' The Five, Dana Perino reveals the lessons
she's learned that have guided her through life, including stories from
behind the scenes at the White House with President George W. Bush
that the cameras never captured. Thoughtful, inspiring, and often
surprising, And the Good News Is ... traces Dana's unlikely journey
through politics, the White House, and television. She has an uncanny
ability for knowing what to say and how best to say it. A recurring
theme in And the Good News Is ... is that planning has never worked
for Dana; every time she has made a plan, something unexpected--and
often better--has happened.
CD 921 SCHUMER Schumer, Amy. The girl with the lower back
tattoo / Simon & Schuster Audio, 2016
Never one to shy away from the uproarious, challenging, and
remarkable moments that make up life, this exceptionally candid book
will have readers wincing with recognition, nodding their head in
solidarity, and laughing out loud. Written with Amy's signature candor,

she reflects on her often raucous childhood antics, her hard won and
incomparable rise to comedic stardom, and the courage it takes to
approach the world with astounding honesty every single day.
CD 921 SMART Smart, Elizabeth. My story / Macmillan Audio, 2013
Ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom,
Elizabeth Smart's powerful memoir reveals how she survived and the
secret to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime.
CD ADA Adams, Douglas. The hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy /
Random House Audio, 2014
To make way for a new intergalactic highway, the Earth is slated for
demolition. Just moments before the explosion, Arthur Dent is rescued
from the planet by his friend, Ford Prefect. Unbeknownst to Arthur,
Ford is actually a researcher who is revising a guide for space travel.
Together, they seek out the meaning of life and death, meeting a
variety of characters along the way, including a depressed, paranoid
android, an obsessive former graduate student, and the inept
President of the Galaxy.
CD JOY V.1 Joyce, James. Ulysses / Recorded Books, 1995
Joyce records the events of a single day, June 16, 1904, in Dublin,
Ireland, with its three principal characters--Stephen Dedalus, Leopold
Bloom, and his wife Molly.
CD JOY V.2 Joyce, James. Ulysses / Recorded Books, 1995
Joyce records the events of a single day, June 16, 1904, in Dublin,
Ireland, with its three principal characters--Stephen Dedalus, Leopold
Bloom, and his wife Molly.
DVD AGA Agatha Christie's Partner’s in Crime / Acorn, 2016
Agatha Christie's charming crime-solvers Tommy and Tuppence
Beresford are an ordinary married couple living in 1950s Britain at the
start of the Cold War. Sometimes bickering but always sweet on each
other, they find themselves knee-deep in danger when they stumble
into spy craft and end up being rather good at it.--Container.

DVD AGA Agatha Raisin / Acorn, 2016
Agatha, public relations specialist, moves from London to the small
village of Carsley, hoping for a quieter, simpler life. She soon finds her
dreams dashed when she becomes a murder suspect after entering a
quiche-making competition.
DVD AME S.2 The Americans / Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2014
Technological advances have escalated Cold War tensions to an alltime high, and undercover KGB operatives Elizabeth and Philip
Jennings face the growing threat of discovery. As their assignments
grow more deadly, their family is in more danger, and their loyalties
are tested like never before.
DVD AME S.3 The Americans / Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2016
Philip and Elizabeth find themselves at odds over their daughter's
future now that the KGB is determined to recruit her. FBI agent Stan
Beeman rededicates himself to uncovering the identities of the
Russian spies.
DVD CAP 3 Captain America civil war / Marvel Studios, Distributed
by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2016
After another incident involving the Avengers results in collateral
damage, political pressure mounts to install a system of
accountability, headed by a governing body to oversee and direct the
team. The new status quo fractures the Avengers, resulting in two
camps, one led by Steve Rogers and his desire for the Avengers to
remain free to defend humanity without government interference,
and the other following Tony Stark's surprising decision to support
government oversight and accountability.
DVD FAT Fathers & daughters / Vertical Entertainment, 2016
A Pulitzer winning writer grapples with being a widower and father
after a mental breakdown, while, 27 years later, his grown daughter
struggles to forget connections of her own.

DVD GET Gett: the trial of Viviane Amsalem / Music Box Films ,
Studiocanal Limited , 2015
"Desperate to free herself from a loveless marriage, an Israeli woman
named Viviane Amsalem files for divorce from her cruel and
manipulative husband. But Israeli law and its Rabbinical court dictates
that a divorce can only be granted under the husband's consent.
Determined to obtain her dignity and freedom Viviane finds herself
fighting an epic and deeply dramatic psychological battle against a
profoundly absurd legal system and her cold and calculating estranged
husband."--Back of container.
DVD HOU S.4 House of cards / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment,
2016
They've always been a great team. But now, Frank and Claire become
even greater adversaries as their marriage stumbles and their
ambitions are at odds.
DVD JAM Jamaica Inn / Acorn Media, 2015
Set in Cornwall in 1820, du Maurier's classic gothic tale of romance,
intrigue, and murder on the moors comes to vivid life in this
enchanting production that aired on the BBC in 2014.
DVD JES 6 Jesse Stone / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2010
Jesse starts moonlighting for one of his friends after he is suspended.
He investigates a series of murders in Boston that he believes are all
connected to a notorious mob boss.
DVD LAD The Lady in the Van / Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment, 2016
The film tells the true story of the relationship between Alan Bennett
and the singular Miss Shepherd, a woman of uncertain origins who
'temporarily' parked her van in Bennett's London driveway and
proceeded to live there for fifteen years

DVD MAN The man who knew infinity / Paramount Home
Entertainment, 2016
Growing up poor in Madras, India, Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyengar earns
admittance to Cambridge University during WWI, where he becomes a
pioneer in mathematical theories with the guidance of his professor,
G.H. Hardy.
DVD MYS Mystery science theater 3000: the movie / Universal
Studios Home Video | Image Entertainment, 1998
A mad scientist is going to dominate the human race by showing them
the worst movie ever made, but his test subjects heckle the movie
and save the day.
DVD NIG S.1 The night manager / Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment, 2016
Jonathan Pine is working as the night manager of a Cairo hotel. He
gets involved with a local woman who is the girlfriend of a local
gangster. Through her relationship with the gangster she has acquired
information linking illegal international arms sales with an English
billionaire.
DVD ORA S.3 Orange is the new black / Lionsgate, 2016
A new regime has arrived at Litchfield and with it comes new business
interests, spiritual movements, and parental problems that turn life
behind bars upside down and ignite power struggles among Litchfield's
residents and guards.
DVD TEA Team America world police / Paramount, 2005
A group of heroic figures span the globe protecting democracy and
freedom against terrorism. Learning that power hungry North Korea
dictator Kim Jong Il is out to destroy the world, the team recruits
Broadway star Gary Johnston to go undercover as a terrorist. With the
help of Team America, Gary manages to slip into an arms dealer's
hideout to uncover the plan to destroy the world. Will Team America
be able to stop the dictator's peace conference, which is a ruse to
allow him to attack the world with his weapons of mass destruction?

DVD THR 13 hours: the secret soldiers of Benghazi / Paramount,
2016
A gripping true story of six elite ex-military operators assigned to
protect the CIA who fought back against overwhelming odds when
terrorists attacked in the U.S. diplomatic compound on September 11,
2012. When everything went wrong, six men had the courage to do
what was right.
DVD WAR S.1 Warehouse 13 / Universal Studios Home
Entertainment, 2010
After saving the life of the president, two top Secret Service agents
find themselves abruptly transferred to Warehouse 13, a massive, topsecret storage facility in the badlands of South Dakota that houses
strange artifacts collected by the U.S. government. Now the pair, offthe-cuff Agent Pete Lattimer and by-the-book Agent Myka Bering,
must chase down reports of supernatural and paranormal activity in
search of new objects for their eccentric new boss, Artie Nielsen, to
safeguard at the Warehouse.

